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LLast month members of the Afghanistan 
National Army turned their weapons on 
the NATO personnel deployed to assist 
in their training on at least four different 
instances. Several American soldiers were 
killed in the attacks and a number of other 
trainers were wounded.

This phenomenon of Afghan allies 
deliberately targeting NATO forces has 
become so frequent in the past few years 
that a new catchphrase has been implanted 
to describe these incidents: green-on-blue.

In military parlance, the term blue-
on-blue has long been used to describe 
friendly-fire incidents wherein allied 
forces mistakenly target and kill their own 
side in the fog of war. The cases of our 
Afghan allies showing their true colours 
and deliberately killing NATO instructors 
doesn’t exactly fit that mould, hence the 
term green-on-blue has been coined.

The Taliban insurgents are considered 
red forces, as they are the clear-cut enemy. 
All NATO-friendly forces are labeled as 
blue and now we have a green force on 
the battlefield consisting of Afghan Army 
units of dubious loyalty. If one were to 
look at this situation from a purely pious, 
imperialistic vantage point, it would seem 
that the Afghan Army turncoats are an 
ungrateful lot of malcontents — murder-
ing our brave soldiers who are attempting 
to help them.

However, those familiar with the 
responsibility incumbent upon military 
service and its inherent unlimited liability 
of service know that loyalty is a two-way 
affair. In this regard, since the outset 

ON TARGET?

of the intervention in Afghanistan, the 
international community has in no way 
demonstrated the necessary commitment 
to truly developing a professional Afghan 
Army cadre.

From the get-go, the emphasis on 
establishing a post-Taliban Afghan security 
force has been to do it as quick as possible 
at the lowest possible cost. Given the 
nearly two-decade suspension of education 
services during the Soviet occupation and 
Taliban era, the vast majority of the early 
recruits into the Army and police forces 
were illiterate.

As NATO instructors soon discovered, 
there is only so much training you can give 
an illiterate police recruit, so they were 
processed, badged and out patrolling the 
streets after just two weeks of instruction. 
For the Afghan Army, more rudimentary 
weapons training was required and thus 
the NATO schools were pushing out 
so-called trained recruits into combat 
after just 10 weeks at the Kabul Military 
Training Centre.

Given that all instruction had to be 
given first in English and then translated 
into Dari and Pashtu (with these illiterate 
recruits whose first language was either 
Tajik, Uzbek or Turkmen dialects doing 
their best to understand) comprehension 
was never complete.

Although the Afghan Army is a vol-
unteer force, the emphasis in training 
was not to weed out the weak, but rather 
to graduate quickly, as many as possible. 
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With the Afghan army,  you get what 
you give — and that is amounting 

 to green-on-blue killings
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Finally some good news for injured veter-
ans who have a body part that wears out 

due to taking on more of the load after the 
opposite body part was injured.

An injured knee, DVA has finally agreed to, 
is granted compensation as a DVA benefit.

The opposite knee, after the original in-
jured knee begins to do most of the work, 
eventually wears out and requires surgery 
or replacement. Unfortunately, the DVA “run 
around” attitude prohibits any recognition of 
the now damaged knee. This Catch-22 situa-
tion became a nightmare for my original injury.

On April 1, 2006 government legislation 
was passed recognizing the fact that the 
healthy body part would eventually wear out 
and need surgery or replacement and should 
be compensated for.

The Act reads: “The Canadian Forc-
es Members and Veterans Re-Establish-
ment and Compensation Act recognizes these 

types of relative injuries.” For members who 
have fought the battle for so many years, I 
believe our claims should be backdated to 
the legislation date.

Ernie Slump
Penticton, BC 

VRAB CORRECTS A POINT
I am a Communications Officer with the Vet-
erans Review and Appeal Board. I wanted 
to bring to your attention a factual error 
contained in “Commentary: The Executive 
War College on veterans rights,” recently pub-
lished in Vol. 19 Issue 6 of Esprit de Corps. 

The article states: “Only recently did Parent 
produce two long-overdue reports on the mal-
feasance of the Veterans Review and Appeal 
Board. In the first, Parent reviews some 200 
decision letters VRAB sent to applicants and 
determines they don’t provide adequate ex-
planations of how the decisions were made.”

Actually, the Ombudsman’s first report fo-
cussed on Veterans Affairs Canada decision 
letters, as indicated in the report title, “Veter-
ans’ right to know reasons for decisions — A 
matter of procedural fairness: Examination of 
the adequacy of information in decision letters 
from Veterans Affairs Canada.” Only the sec-
ond of these two reports, “Veterans’ Right to 
Fair Adjudication: Analysis of Federal Courts 
decisions pertaining to the Veterans Review 
and Appeal Board,” focussed on the Board. 

With respect to the Ombudsman’s sec-
ond report, I am sending along a link to the 
Board’s recent progress update, should you 
want to post it for the benefit of your readers: 
http://www.vrab-tacra.gc.ca/Documents/
Action-Plan-Response_Plan-daction-
reponse-eng.cfm. 

You’ll see that to date, the Board has: 
established a task force with VAC and the 
Bureau of Pensions Advocates to study and 
learn from trends emerging from Federal 
Court decisions; launched a review of our 
decision format and language; begun post-
ing noteworthy decisions on our Web site; 
and has streamlined its procedures for cases 
returned by the Federal Court. 

Together, these actions have already 
improved our procedures for reviewing and 
applying Federal Court rulings, increased 
transparency in our decision making and will 
ensure our decisions are clearer and more 
plainly written. We have only just begun 
this work and will continue to focus on it to 
improve the appeal program for veterans and 
their families.

Alexandra Shaw
Communications Officer

Veterans Review and Appeal Board 
Charlottetown, PEI 

RELATIVE INJURIES RECOGNIZED BY NEW LEGISLATION

New legislation will help injured vets moving forward, but what about older cases?
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MILITARY SUBVERSION: ADVENTURISM, 
SEDUCTION, AND TRANSFORMATION ON 
THE FRONT LINES.
This is a more extended article that covers 
a modicum of ground, and which I hope can 
motivate some productive discussion about 
the role of the military in Canadian society.

The Harper Government is propelling 
Canada into aggressive militarization. Can 
the military be transformed, taking advantage 
of its skills, training, and resources while pro-
viding a post-combat purpose? A satisfactory 
resolution to this issue provides a substantial 
challenge for Canadian progressives, given 
how deeply embedded military culture is in 
Canada and the realities of the global stage. 
For these reasons I propose: military subver-
sion, a covert program to subvert -- fossil-
ized thinking, belligerent posturing, wasteful 

WAR AMPS

NEW AD 
COMING

READERS WEIGH IN ON THE SYRIAN 
CONFLICT…
A couple of things. Syria is only step two for 
the west. One thing that is never mentioned 
is the role that food shortages have played in 
creating instability by the drought. 

Anyway, much of the force behind this 
uprising comes from the west and, hypocriti-
cally, the Sunni nations of Qatar and Saudi 
Arabia with support from the west and Israel. 
It is a proxy war against Iran. Iran is seen as a 
major player against the west and the Sunni 
kingdoms. 

At the heart of the Syrian crisis is a revolu-
tion against the police state run by the Assad 
family for 40 years. But there are two parallel 
struggles going on that complicate this popu-
lar uprising, and may create a Pandora’s Box. 
One is the struggle of the Sunni Arab powers, 
led by Saudi Arabia and Qatar, against the 
Shia. The other is the U.S. and Saudi-led 
confrontation with Iran, whose most important 
ally in the Arab world is Syria. 

Weapons from Saudi Arabia are reach-
ing the insurgents. Iraqi officials say that 
al-Qaeda fighters in Diyala province north-
east of Baghdad, notorious for massacring 
Shia villagers and travellers, have headed 
back to Syria. The establishment of a hu-
manitarian “safe haven” on the Syrian side 
of the Turkish border is a recipe for disaster. 
Armenians in Aleppo and Kurds in Qamishli, 

spending, and macho chest-pounding — and 
replace it with something better and more 
productive.

Christopher Majka

EDITOR’S NOTE: This email was received 
with a link to the following article, for further 
reading, please go to http://rabble.ca/
blogs/bloggers/christophermajka/military-
subversion-adventurism-seduction-and-
transformation-front-l

CORRECTION
In the article Operation Jubilee (Volume 19 
Issue 6) the date of the Dieppe raid was incor-
rectly written in one instance as having taken 
place in August 1944. The raid occurred on 
August 19, 1942. We regret that this typo was 
not caught prior to going to press.

both communities having dark memories of 
Turkey, look out [there could be more trouble 
on the horizon]. 

If the Western powers are not going to go 
to war in Syria and can’t get the Turks to do 
their dirty work for them, then they should 
push for reform and power-sharing that leaves 
a modified version of the Assad regime in 
place. However, that may be too late now with 
the entrance of radical Islamists. This would 
be difficult for the Russians to oppose and 
would relieve the fears of Iran. The alterna-
tive is a mess. 

Henry Gondorf
Nova Scotia

THE CARNAGE IN SYRIA
The supporters of the so called Syrian pro-de-
mocracy rebels, led by U.S. Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton, and the warmonger senator, 
John McCain, conveniently forget that the 
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F E A T U R E

by David Pugliese

A letter of interest has been issued to the defence 
industry for the Canadian Forces Joint Unmanned 
Surveillance and Target Acquisition System or 
JUSTAS. The letter will seem familiar to industry 

officials, with a similar one sent out in September 2008 before 
the project went into hibernation because of a lack of funding 
and personnel needed to staff a new squadron of unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), now referred to by the Canadian Forces as 
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS).

This time around, the RCAF says it is looking at the procurement 
of three UAS packages, comprising of up to 12 aircraft. Also to be 
purchased would be satellite and ground communication systems 
for command and control of the aircraft, training for maintenance 
and operation of the UAS and a 20-year in-service support package.

It is estimated the project will cost at least $1 billion. “The 
UAS will carry a gyro-stabilized sensor turret that enables the crew 
to covertly detect, identify, and track targets (at least as small as 
humans with weapons), and obtain targeting data, day or night, 

while remaining clear of surface-based threat systems,” according 
to the information provided to industry.

Full motion video will be available in colour electro-optical, 
infrared, and low light. In addition, the aircraft will be expected to 
carry synthetic aperture radar capable of producing high-resolution 
images and strip maps, as well as detecting ground moving targets, 
industry has been told.

The UAS will also conduct operations such as the collection, 

UNMANNED
VEHICLES

The long, slow, costly process of  
bringing JUSTAS to the Canadian Forces

A Heron unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), leased through MacDonald 
Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (MDA), was prepared by maintainers of 
MDA prior to a launch at Kandahar Airfield in the early morning hours 
of February 11, 2009. At that time, the Heron had been a fairly new 
acquisition in the Canadian Forces’ arsenal, replacing the Sperwers in 
Afghanistan. This UAV was to provide the operators with indispensable 
surveillance and intelligence gathering capabilities that could be used 
in a variety of ways. In addition to being used to track Canadian troop 
movements on the ground, they also had the ability to watch insurgent 
activity on Afghan roads. (mcpl robert bottrill, cf combat camera)
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processing, exploitation and dissemination of signals intelligence 
data.

The Canadian UAS will also be capable of carrying weapons, 
although the specific type of precision guided munitions have not 
yet been determined, according to the Royal Canadian Air Force.

RCAF public affairs officials say it is too early to outline a detailed 
schedule for JUSTAS. “Project JUSTAS is currently in the options 
analysis phase,” noted Major Sonia M.I Dumouchel Connock. 
“Current plans are to request preliminary approval for procurement 
in 2013. Until such approval is granted, any prediction of future 
milestones for Project JUSTAS would be speculative.”

But in a November 2011 interview the JUSTAS deputy project 
director Maj. Mark Wuennenberg outlined how he thought the 
procurement would proceed in the future.

He said he hoped to achieve initial operating capability of the 
aircraft sometime in 2017. Full operating capability would be in 
2019.

Because of the technological risks, JUSTAS had originally been 
divided into two projects: the purchase of aircraft for expedition-
ary operations coming first and the acquisition for domestic and 
maritime missions coming later.

That has changed.
“Given the amount of time that JUSTAS has been on the books, 

the technology has caught up,” Wuennenberg explained. “So it is 
our intent to go through in one phase and just procure everything at 
the same time. The risk is no longer there from the technical side.”

He pointed out that de-icing, satellite communications and 
operating in Canadian airspace were previous challenges to be 
dealt with but those are no longer seen as insurmountable issues.

Wuennenberg said the primary role for JUSTAS would be 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, with the secondary 

role being the ability to carry and use weapons.
“It’s primarily a looker,” he said of the UAS.
All of the aircraft purchased for JUSTAS, however, will be 

capable of being outfitted with weapons.
Wuennenberg said the project is fully resourced and that staff 

will be available for a new UAS squadron.
 “I would see a year or two before we reach IOC (initial 

operational capability) as when we start populating people into 
the positions,” he explained.

The Canadian Army in Afghanistan has used smaller UAVs, such 
as the Scan Eagle and the Maveric. The Royal Canadian Navy has 
been using and assessing the Scan Eagle.

But the Canadian Forces’ quest for a larger UAV, known as a 
medium altitude long endurance or MALE, has been a lengthy one. 

In 2003 it acquired the French Sperwer UAV for deployment to 
Afghanistan and operated the aircraft with limited success.

In 2007 the Harper government rejected a proposal from the 
Canadian Forces to proceed with a sole-source purchase of U.S.-
built Predator UAVs. The government balked at the proposal as it 
was already facing criticism in the House of Commons over its plans 
to direct billions of dollars worth of military equipment contracts 
to specific companies without any competition.

Instead the Conservative government proceeded with a lease 
of unmanned aircraft for the mission in Kandahar. MacDonald 
Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) of Richmond, British Columbia 
won that competition and from January 2009 to July 2011, in 
conjunction with Israel Aircraft Industries, it leased the Heron 
UAS to the Canadian Forces. In addition, contractors provided 
by MDA helped the Canadian Forces in operating those aircraft.

On September 5, 2008, the government also released its first 
letter of interest to the defence industry on JUSTAS. 

UNMANNED
VEHICLES

UAVs come in all shapes and sizes, depending on their roles and 
capabilities. Pat Brophy, director of UAV services for ING Engineering, 
prepares the ScanEagle for takeoff from HMCS Charlottetown during 
a surface exercise for Operation ACTIVE ENDEAVOUR on February 
29, 2012. The UAV is currently undergoing a series of trials on HMCS 
Charlottetown to assess its Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance 
capabilities and to increase the Royal Canadian Navy’s knowledge 
and expertise in operating UAVs, while exploring the viability of a UAV 
capability aboard HMC ships. (os jason mcissac, hmcs charlottetown, 
combat camera, dnd)

On November 6, 2003 this Sperwer UAV awaited preparation for its 
maiden flight in Kabul, Afghanistan. The Sperwer aircraft was remotely 
piloted and capable of flying at altitudes above 16,000 feet for up to five 
hours. In early 2010 the Canadian Armed Forces retired the CU-161 
Sperwer drone, which was used for target acquisition, surveillance and 
reconnaissance. The Sperwer was an integral part of Canadian overseas 
operations, including in Afghanistan, where it served from 2003 to 2009, 
logging over 4,300 flight hours on more than 1,400 missions before 
becoming part of the collection at the Canada Aviation Museum. (cpl doug 
farmer, combat camera, dnd) 
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BELOW LEFT:  Corporal Richard Lavoie prepares a parachute to serve as landing gear for an unmanned aerial vehicle at the Kandahar Airfield launch 
site in Afghanistan in 2009. According to CASR, “The Sperwer is piloted remotely from a Ground Control Station and a Ground Data Terminal maintains 
a radio-link at ranges up to 200 km away. ... The aircraft is launched into the air by a pneumatic ram mounted on an HLVW truck. To recover a CU-161, 
the ground-operator has the UAV circle a landing area, cuts engine power, inflates air-bag cushions and deploys a parachute. Most Sperwer losses 
occured during this landing phase. Sometimes it is just rough landings, other times the UAV came down in a mine field.” (cpl simon duchesne, dnd) 
BELOW MIDDLE:  Some unmanned aerial vehicles, like the Sperwer, used a parachute system in order to land after. UAVs are used to increase a 
commander’s situational awareness as they provide real-time data to soldiers on the ground. (sgt roxanne clowe, cf combat camera)  
BELOW RIGHT:  Gunner Eric Green (left) and Bombardier Carl Hethrington loaded an unmanned aerial vehicle onto their 10-ton truck to bring the craft 
back to the launch base after its flight west of Kandahar in December 2007. (cpl simon duchesne, tfa-k hq, combat camera, dnd) 
 

The program was supposed to proceed with the issuing of 
a request for proposals to industry by the end of 2009, with a 
contract awarded in the fall of 2010. Initial operating capability 
for the UAV fleet was scheduled for February 2012, according to 
Air Force officers at the time.

But JUSTAS fell by the wayside as funding was redirected to 
other equipment programs. In addition, the RCAF faced a problem 
with finding enough personnel to staff a new UAV squadron for 
JUSTAS.

In the fall of 2011, the RCAF acknowledged that positions 
originally held for JUSTAS were instead being turned over for 
staffing of a new Chinook helicopter squadron to be located 
at CFB Petawawa, Ontario. “Positions initially assigned to the 
JUSTAS organizations will be transferred and reclassified to the 
new Chinook squadron to reflect the requirements of the new 
squadron,” stated an email sent by the Air Force public affairs 
office. “In doing so, the CF (Canadian Forces) is making best use 
of its available resources.”

Last year, the Canadian Forces leadership tried to jump-start 
JUSTAS by linking the acquisition of UAVs to the Libyan war. The 

plan would have seen a $600 million purchase of armed UAVs.
“In addition to providing an ISR and strike capability for the 

NATO led operation, the UAV system procured under this effort 
would become part of the long term plan to develop a family of 
UAVs for the Canadian Forces,” Defence Minister Peter MacKay 
was told in an August 2011 briefing paper sent by Chief of the 
Defence Staff Gen. Walter Natyncyzk and Deputy Minister Robert 
Fonberg.

“It could become part of the ‘system of systems’ addressed in 
the Canada First Defence Strategy and would provide the first 
component of the capabilities envisioned under the Joint UAV 
Surveillance and Target Acquisition System project. The largest 
benefit would come in the force generation of personnel and 
establishment of processes to support UAV operations. This could 
include the initial stand-up of the JUSTAS unit to maintain a UAV 
capability and support additional taskings, both domestically and 
internationally.”

The $600 million price tag would have included all equipment, 
infrastructure, spare parts, weapons, in-service support and training.

But the procurement would have taken at least a year and the end 
of the Libyan war in October scuttled that proposed acquisition.

Now that JUSTAS is back in the procurement cycle, some 
officers are suggesting the project is a priority for the Conservative 
government, which wants to boost sovereignty protection capabili-
ties in the Arctic and along Canada’s coastlines. 

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle support team prepares a Sperwer UAV on 
the pneumatic ram for its final flight under their control. By 2008 it had 
become clear that the flow of information supporting counter-insurgency 
operations in Afghanistan needed to grow in both quantity and quality. 
As a result, the Canadian Heron Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Detachment, 
known as Task Force Erebus, deployed to Afghanistan in 2009. Task 
Force Erebus ended its flying operations on July 7, 2011, with the end of 
the Canadian Forces combat mission in Kandahar Province.(cpl jonathan 
barrette, image tech, jtf-afg, combat camera, dnd) 
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Vice Admiral Bruce Donaldson, the Vice Chief of the Defence 
Staff, has told LGen. André Deschamps, the head of the Royal 
Canadian Air Force, to try to start earmarking staff in preparation 
for the creation of new UAV squadron.

One thing that hasn’t changed significantly since 2008 are the 
companies interested in potentially bidding on JUSTAS.

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, San Diego, CA has 
teamed with CAE of Montreal to try to sell the Canadian Forces 
a variant of the Predator.

“CAE would handle in-service support and training require-
ments,” explained CAE spokesman Chris Stellwag.

MacDonald Dettwiler in Richmond, BC, has in the past been 
interested in providing a variant of the Heron to the JUSTAS 
program. Company officials note that the firm’s experience leasing 
UAVs to the Canadian Forces for the Kandahar mission provided 
it with valuable experience operating and maintaining such aircraft 
in an operational theatre.

Previously, Northrop Grumman had expressed interest in bid-
ding on JUSTAS. But earlier this year it got ahead of the curve and 
made an unsolicited pitch to the Harper government to purchase 
the Global Hawk.

Northrop Grumman official Dane Marolt said the firm has 
proposed the acquisition of at least three of the UAVs, which it 
is dubbing the Polar Hawk. “One Polar Hawk can fly the entire 
Northwest Passage five or six times in a single mission,” said 
Marolt, director of international business development for Global 
Hawk. “With three aircraft, you can do coverage 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. That gives you situational awareness of what’s 
going on so, if something’s identified, then action can be taken 
by the government.”

During the CANSEC 2012 military trade show in Ottawa in 
May, Northrop Grumman trucked in a full-scale replica of the Polar 
Hawk. “It’s a capability that matches a need here in Canada,” said 
Marlot. “The Arctic is an issue for Canada. Unless you know what’s 
going on there, you can’t take any action.”

The cost for each Polar Hawk would be around $150 million 

to US $170 million according to company representatives but 
additional costs would come from a long-term maintenance. 

Northrop Grumman has suggested the UAVs could be based 
in a number of locations to give them access to the Arctic, includ-
ing Goose Bay in Newfoundland/Labrador and Comox, British 
Columbia.

Defence Minister Peter MacKay has spoken in support of the 
use of UAVs, particularly in reducing civilian casualties on the 
battlefield, although his knowledge of the capabilities of such 
systems appears limited. “These eyes-on systems that can literally 
read a license plate from outer space have increased our ability to 
decrease civilian casualties,” MacKay said at a security conference 
in Singapore in June.

Military officers say no UAVs are capable of reading license plates 
from outer space but the aircraft are valuable in detecting activity 
both on the ground and in the maritime domain, allowing other 
assets such as patrol aircraft, helicopters or fighter jets to further 
investigate. In addition, armed UAVs have become a key element 
in the controversial U.S. campaign to kill off al-Qaeda and other 
insurgent leaders around the world.

MacKay has also spoken in support of unmanned maritime 
vehicles, suggesting those may be an area of future interest for the 
Royal Canadian Navy.

“We’re surrounded by water,” MacKay said in a May interview 
with the Canadian Press news service. “Unmanned vessels, like 
unmanned aerial vehicles, give us reach and capability without the 
same risk. It allows you to keep harm at a distance. So there’s a lot 

Payload Vehicle Operator, Sergeant Parker Lambert (left), and Air Vehicle 
Operator, Captain Fred Jones, man their post in the Ground Control 
Station (GCS) for Canada’s Heron at Kandahar Airfield, Afghanistan. 
In 2009 the CU-170 Heron replaced the CU-161 Sperwer, which had 
been an integral part of Canadian overseas operations, including in 
Afghanistan, where it served from 2003 to 2009. By the end of operations, 
Task Force Erebus was credited with 837 flying missions. The task 
force achieved several milestones during the last rotation of personnel, 
including a mission of more than 30 hours, the longest flight undertaken 
by a Canadian Heron crew, and an unprecedented stretch of 116 hours 
— just shy of five full days — of continuous intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance coverage. Over 30 months of operations, Task Force 
Erebus flew a total of 15,000 operational hours with only 198 personnel 
distributed over five rotations. [Image has been digitally altered for 
reasons of operational security.] (mcpl robert bottrill, cf combat camera)

Northrop Grumman has made an unsolicited proposal to the Canadian 
government for the purchase of a fleet of Global Hawk unmanned aerial 
vehicles capable of patrolling the Arctic. Here is a full-scale mockup of the 
company’s proposed Polar Hawk UAV that was on display at CANSEC 
2012. (david pugliese)
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of interest. ... But it’s new technology.”
The U.S. Navy is also interested in such craft and has already 

sponsored field trials. Earlier this year the U.S. Fleet Forces 
Command (USFF) launched a series of experiments to explore 
capabilities for unmanned surface vessels to deploy non-lethal 
weapons during maritime security and force protection operations.

“Equipping unmanned surface vessels with non-lethal weapons 
will further expand the capabilities of our Naval forces to confront 
an increasingly complex set of threats,” RAdm. Scott Craig, USFF 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Fleet Policy, Capabilities Requirements, 
Concepts, and Experimentation said in a statement. “Results from 
this experiment will be relevant not only to the U.S. Navy, but also 
to other services, coalition partners and allies.”

Operating in autonomous and semi-autonomous modes, the 
small boats have been equipped to employ a directional acoustic 
hailer, eye dazzling laser and flash-bang munitions; each non-lethal 
weapon was carefully orchestrated to respond to a set of threatening 
behaviors from intruder vessels, according to the U.S. Navy.

Further tests were conducted at Exercise Trident Warrior in July 
in which the Common Unmanned Surface Vessel, built by the U.S. 
firm Textron, was used to successfully hunt and neutralize mines.

On the Canadian scene for robotic maritime vehicles, Meggitt 
Training Systems in Medicine Hat, AB, has become a high-profile 

player with its advanced Unmanned Surface Vehicle-Targets (USV-
Ts) used for live-fire naval training. Meggitt points out that in May 
2010, it was the first company in the world to demonstrate a swarm 
of 16 Hammerhead USV-Ts simultaneously (the Hammerhead 
USV-T, an expendable training target, replicates a fast inshore 
attack craft). The Hammerheads were controlled via Meggitt’s 
UTCS on a half-duplex UHF frequency.

The Canadian government is also investing in further research 
in unmanned maritime systems.

In May, the federal government’s Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency announced the award of $3 million to Rolls-Royce to lead 
a project to develop new technologies to support unmanned naval 
vehicle missions.

Rolls-Royce will develop at its Canadian facilities automated 
systems to support such missions as mine-countermeasures, anti-
surface warfare, anti-submarine warfare, coastal security patrols and 
environmental data collection. The firm will also design refuelling 
systems so unmanned maritime craft can remain at sea for longer 
periods and handling equipment that can deploy underwater 
sensors remotely.

“The technologies resulting from this project will fill a technol-
ogy gap and provide naval operators with the ability to deploy 
unmanned vehicles to conduct a variety of missions without 
putting sailors in harm’s way,” Dennis Duke, Advanced Programs 
Director for Rolls-Royce Naval Marine Inc. noted in a statement. 
“In addition, the refuelling system will eliminate the requirement 
to bring the unmanned vehicle back onboard the ship so it can 
return to its mission with minimal turnaround.” 

Textron Systems Advanced Systems’ Fleet-class Common Unmanned 
Surface Vessels (CUSV) successfully demonstrated the ability to conduct 
collaborative unmanned mine-hunting and mine-neutralization operations 
during the Trident Warrior 2012 U.S. Navy Fleet Experiment at Marine 
Corps Base Camp Pendleton this past July. The CUSV team executed 
real-time mine warfare detect-to-engage scenarios on six separate 
occasions, during which two CUSVs controlled by one operator from 
a single control station detected and prosecuted “exercise” mines in a 
minefield laid by the U.S. Navy. (textron)
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the CF? What makes the CF better in the 
defence of Canada?

For the air force, the fighter aircraft fleet 
which once consisted of 138 CF-18 Fighters 
— since shrunk to 77 — will be reduced to 
65 aircraft once the acquisition of the F-35 
is completed. Since stealth capability is not 
required for the defence of North American 
air space, the actual striking power of the 
RCAF would be less under CFDS than it was 
under the Trudeau government of the 1980s 

and even the Chrétien-Martin government 
of the 1990s and early 2000s.

The RCN was offered replacements for its 
existing fleet, and fifteen ships to replace the 
existing destroyers and frigates were set aside 
for the navy. Newer missiles and more effec-
tive guns on the new ships might enhance 
the striking power of the modernized navy 
marginally, but a qualitative improvement in 
the form of a “big honking ship” was never 
in the offing.

The army had the real opportunity 
to enhance the striking power of the CF 
in the defence of Canada. There is talk 
of Leopard II tanks in CFDS, but the 
current army operational doctrine of 
“Adaptive Dispersed Operations: The 
Force Employment Concept for Canada’s 
Army of Tomorrow” categorically rejected 
the employment of battle tanks, despite 
the lesson of OP MEDUSA. The army is 
by this doctrine “a medium-weight force” 

e

Conservative defence strategy goes kaput

FIRST REPORTED HERE IN THE  
pages of Esprit de Corps, DND informed the 
government that the Canada First Defence 
Strategy was “unaffordable.” Strange 
formulation, that. It is supposed to be the 
government telling DND that their plans 
are unaffordable, not the other way around.

It turns out this strange formulation was 
a kabuki theatre way of DND saying that 
the government can’t have the Strategy — a 
promise for long term, predictable, and 
consistent funding for twenty years — and 
the spending cuts in the defence budget. 

The Canada First Defence Strategy 
(CFDS) is a 21-page document issued by 
the Harper government in 2008. Two 
pages worth of CFDS are allocated for 
substantive matters and the rest are filled 
with self-congratulation.

Defence Minister Peter MacKay says 
“[the Canada First Defence Strategy] fulfills 
the Government’s commitment to provide 
enhanced security for Canadians and gives 
the military the long-term support it so 
critically needs and deserves, now and in 
the future.” 

Perhaps he meant the mere publication 
of the document fulfilled the Government’s 
commitment, since the actual fulfillment of 
the substance was a twenty year endeavour. 
The satire writes itself. From start to finish 
the CFDS was an exercise in blowing hard. 
The title itself suggests that somehow 
previous governments had let the defence 
of Canada cease to be the primary purpose 
of the CF and that the new Conservative 
government was going to set the priorities 
back to their proper order. Then, the army 
is designed to fight in Afghanistan again!

Since the defence of Canada as a first 
priority rather than a second or third priority 
is the aim of the CFDS, what in those two 
pages of substance enhances the striking 
power — the “combat capability” — of 

and “medium-weight” is a euphemism for 
“without tanks.” The euphemisms for going 
without tanks were repeated in the 2011 
“Designed Canada’s Army of Tomorrow” 
paper, endorsed by LGen. Peter Devlin, the 
commander of the army no less.

So even if tanks are given to the army, the 
army has no plan to use them.

What the army is interested in is a “close 
combat vehicle.” What is a CCV except a 
half-assed tank? The original concept of the 
Sherman tank was as a CCV for the infantry, 
and it was employed as such throughout 
WWII. The Sherman was fast, mechanically 
reliable, and was armed with three machine 
guns and a 75mm main gun. What the 
army wants is a Sherman tank on wheels, an 
engineering paradox.

Likewise there is no mention in ADO or 
CFDS of the acquisition and deployment of 
new artillery, such as the M777 system used in 
Afghanistan, or airborne or airmobile forces. 
The latter, however, might be buried in the 
SOF regiment, whose operations would be 
mightily enhanced by the acquisition of a 
couple of AC-130 Spectre gunships, but these 
also go unmentioned in the CFDS and ADO.

The only real weapons system that would 
enhance the striking power of the army 
against all enemies, whether asymmetric 
Taliban-like or symmetric peer-to-peer, and 
be light enough to be rapidly transportable, 
is an attack helicopter. The one proposal out 
there for the acquisition of attack helicopters 
for the army does not come from DND. The 
CFDS proffered nothing more than a slight 
reduction in the striking power of the CF. 

“The CFDS proffered nothing 
more than a slight reduction in 
the striking power of the CF”

Vincent J. Curtis 
is a freelance writer who is 
interested in military and 

international affairs
www.curtisreports.blogspot.com
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of taxicabs during the closing ceremonies? 
No contest.

One suspects the Harper Government™ 
is quite content with this state of affairs. 
Say the words “honest broker” or, heaven 
forbid, “Lester Bowles Pearson” around 
a federal Conservative and you’re likely 
as not to be bashed in the head with a 
Blue Book. For while it’s true the prime 
minister issued some stirring words about 
our peacekeepers and their long history, 

it can be reasonably said that Pearsonian 
ideas of mediation and foreign relations 
are about as palatable to Harper as an olive 
branch to a cat. 

Under Harperian wisdom, Foreign 
Affairs has become increasingly impotent, 
a slow castration accomplished through 
closed consulates, undermined initiatives, 
broken NGO relations and diplomatic 
insults and belligerence on the part of 
Conservative MPs, ministers and the prime 
minister himself. Military objectives and 
training have turned to offense, not de-
fence, procurement dictated by perceived 
needs for attack and not deterrence. 
Canada has been re-branded from dove to 
hawk in the relative blink of an eye.

It’s a state of affairs many a peace-loving 
Canadian has come to loathe. Poll after 
poll speaks to a longing for the ideal of 
“peacekeeper,” a longing that many a 
pundit, professor, and opposition party 

Michael Nickerson
is a freelance writer and 
satirist based in Toronto. 

His website is  
www.NickersonOnline.com

NO DOUBT YOU BOUGHT A CARD  
for Mother’s Day. With luck you actually 
remembered to give it to your mother. 
There are chocolates and flowers for 
Valentine’s Day, presents on Christmas 
Day, a handy day off for some on Family 
Day and perhaps some uncomfortable 
moments of silence on Remembrance Day. 

But it doesn’t stop there. We have 
Women’s Day, Men’s Day, Pi Day, Hug 
Day, Star Wars Day, and days set aside for 
every organ in the human body, just in case 
you forgot you had them. It’s a lot to keep 
track of, and a person could be excused for 
not observing a few along the way. Not 
everyone works for a bank, after all.

But it’s curious that in a country where 
many a citizen pines for the days of Cana-
dian peacekeeping, National Peacekeeping 
Day tends to slip through the dog days of 
summer with little notice. It’s an official 
day of remembrance in Canada, made so 
by an Act of Parliament in 2008, although 
it has been unofficially observed for 20 
years. It’s marked on the first Sunday after 
August 9 of each year, a date chosen to 
commemorate the deaths of nine of our 
peacekeepers over in Syria in 1974. It is a 
day to consider the cost of peacekeeping, 
the more than 100 lives lost to the ideal, 
and the 120,000 soldiers who have served 
in its name.

Now, to be fair, for this year at least, 
those lofty sentiments were vying for 
attention with the London Olympics. And 
let’s face it, what’s a peacekeeper compared 
to watching the Spice Girls gyrate on top 

member appeals to when they call for 
Canada to return to the role of “honest 
broker.”

The reality is that the warm fuzzy ideal 
costs. At the moment our military is still 
pulling itself together after a decade of 
training for and fighting in Afghanistan, 
presently struggling to get back up to 
speed to handle domestic threats, much 
less peacekeeping missions. To prepare for 
that will require not just money, not just 
equipment, but trainers and the soldiers 
willing to be trained for such missions. 
And if we have learned anything, good 
soldiers are a long-term investment — in 
training, incomes, and ultimately physical 
and mental support once they retire. 

Of course, we’re not done yet, so you 
might want to get a calculator.

We will also need a foreign service up 
to the task of beginning to help broker 
the “peace” everyone wants our soldiers 
“keeping.” At the moment our Foreign 
Affairs department is still having trouble 
getting a couple of million dollars into 
Syria after a year and a half of conflict. So 
the mountain to be climbed, as they say, 
is steep. Patching up relations with dip-
lomats, the UN, and particularly NGOs, 
will be a necessity and won’t come cheap. 

 Add to that the facts that the overriding 
barrier to “peace” in the various hotspots 
around the world is poverty, and that 
many of these are places where Canada is 
deeply involved in resource extraction and 
commerce and you have a conundrum. 
Will you be willing to pay, with tax 
dollars and higher consumer prices, to 
truly start wrestling with the realities of 
peacekeeping?

A disquieting question, no? Perhaps we 
need another official day to think about it 
some more, assuming anyone pays atten-
tion to it. 

National Reality Check Day

e

“So the mountain to be climbed, 
as they say, is steep”
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with the observation that at its peak, the 
total number of troops that Canada had 
committed to peacekeeping duty paled 
in comparison to the number deployed as 
Canada’s spearhead with Canadian Forces 
Europe. The exact figures vary, but the 
assertion is irrefutable. 

What is debatable, however, is the sug-
gestion that peacekeeping was an also-ran 
activity. Indeed, Dr. Sean Maloney has 
raised the hackles of some of the peace-

keeping-panning pundits with his more 
Clauswitz-like assessment of peacekeeping, 
actually referring to it as an adjunct to the 
Cold War. As he points out, the proximate 
link is very clear with the first-ever light 
blue-clad, lightly armed operation in the 
Sinai in 1957 that Canada is famous for 
having proposed. The UN Truce Supervi-
sory Organization, or UNTSO, was billed 
from its inception as a means of defusing a 
volatile situation that had the potential of 
deflagrating into an armed clash between 
the superpowers of the day. 

By extension many of the hot wars we 
threw our hapless peacekeepers into were a 
manifestation of the cold one. Cyprus, for 
example, had at its root two of our allies in 
NATO, Greece and Turkey, pitted against 
one another. Turkey’s invasion of the island 
in 1974 had all the trappings of a mini 
D-Day, with full-scale bombardments, am-
phibious landings and para-assaults, while 

e

Peacekeeping 101

AS THE KILLING CONTINUED  
unabated in Syria, the UN unleashed Mr. 
Peacekeeper himself, Kofi Annan, to broker 
a peace deal. Despite the early high-fiving 
following Mr. Annan’s intervention, nei-
ther side would have any part of a peaceful 
resolution to the conflict. Kofi kept up with 
his diplomatic efforts and took a page right 
out of the peacekeeping playbook from the 
Decade of Darkness by deploying unarmed 
military observers. Traditionally, Canada 
would have been at the forefront of putting 
our troops into harm’s way in support of an 
altruistic initiative for peace, but this time 
we didn’t. Apparently it was considered 
too dangerous for our personnel. Haven’t 
we learned anything since the Korean War 
about dealing with conflict?

One has to ask: wasn’t it dangerous in 
the past decade when we sent our unarmed 
personnel into various hellholes in Africa 
such as Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and Angola? 
Wasn’t it dangerous throwing a bunch of 
Canada’s finest into the ethnic cleansing 
that defined the crumbling Former Repub-
lic of Yugoslavia in the early 1990’s? Has 
the world become such a dangerous place 
that so-called peacekeeping has become 
irrelevant? One could presume this given 
the perverted perceptions that exist about 
what peacekeeping really was in relation 
to war. Those perceptions ignore the ever-
evolving nature of conflict and the reality 
that peacekeeping was actually the leading 
edge of contemporary warfare.

Canada’s all-star peacekeeper, Major 
General Lewis Mackenzie, has often 
referred to Canada’s engagement in 
peacekeeping during the Cold War as 
a distraction. Peacekeeping was merely 
a sideline activity to the real role of the 
Canadian Forces, that being to close with 
and destroy Soviet forces in Central Eu-
rope. The General supported his argument 

Canada’s Airborne Regiment — Premier 
Commando — held the line. Their deeds 
of protecting civilians who were caught in 
the crossfire were heroic, and some of our 
troops were killed and wounded. 

There were even occasions when our 
troops joined the fray, albeit in self-defence. 
Bear in mind, we were a third party to a 
war between two of our allies. Moreover, 
it stands to reason for anyone schooled 
in the Laws of Armed Conflict that our 
use of force would be proportional to the 
threat to our forces, the importance of 
the targets being engaged, and our overall 
military objectives. The use of force was 
therefore restricted and combat operations 
were understandably constrained, but 
Cyprus was no less a war. Our expeditions 
of peace in Africa, the Former Republic of 
Yugoslavia and elsewhere in the world were 
likewise embroiled in war, even though we 
were a third party. 

What is noteworthy is that many of 
those latter Operations Other Than War 
were either proxy bush wars of the Cold 
War or former puppet states of the feuding 
superpowers that were unravelling with the 
demise of the Soviet Union. They were 
also hotter and scarier — read “danger-
ous” — than anything we had hitherto 
sent our peacekeepers into. And while our 
peacekeepers were in the thick of it, the 
Cold War fizzled out with barely a flicker. 
The Cold War was, in fact, was the largest 
and most successful “peacekeeping” opera-
tion in the history of mankind!

The revered Secretary General of the 
United Nations is known to have said, 
“Peacekeeping is not a job for soldiers, 
but it is a job that only soldiers can do.” 
That is debatable. I would submit that in 
light of the lessons from the so-called Cold 
War and all of the hot wars that flared up 
around it, keeping the peace is exactly what 

“Haven’t 
we learned 

anything since 
the Korean 
War about 

dealing with 
conflict?”
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Col. (ret’d) Pat Stogran
defends veterans rights 

and was the first Veterans 
Ombudsman (2007–2010) 
upon retiring from the CF

we should be doing. My experiences in 
Bosnia during the gun-slinging days, later 
in Afghanistan and then finally as a student 
at the U.S. Army War College have taught 
me that it takes all of the instruments of 
national power to win wars, not just mili-
tary action. I would submit that military 
action could actually be disadvantageous. It 
defaults to an exaggerated level of impor-
tance in conflict resolution, detracting from 
other more important lines of operation 
at the strategic level. Also, violence begets 
violence. History has shown us that a 
military stalemate can actually be a catalyst 
for enduring peace, assuming of course that 
the other instruments of national power are 
fully engaged and effective. 

Today, if one examines some of the 
principles that have been thrown around 
and doctrines that attempted to describe 
so-called peacekeeping, Wider Peace-
keeping, Peace Support Operations or 
Operations Other Than War, at the heart 
of them they appear remarkably similar to 
that of Counter Insurgency Operations, 
or COIN. Admittedly, the similarities are 
abstract, but one has to remember that the 
OOTW doctrines were developed on the 
fly, describing more where we had been 
than where we were going. 

This is where we find ourselves today. 
The threat has morphed from warring 
states to include ethnic and religious 
conflicts, international terrorists, transna-
tional criminals and evil despots. Given the 
nature of the threat, combat operations 

have become more prevalent and have 
become increasingly more aggressive, but 
we should never have abandoned all that 
was peacekeeping. Military forces should 
continue to use force only as a last resort 
and only proportional to the threat we are 
facing and the importance of the target 
being engaged. Indeed, the success of the 
Cold War should lead us to conclude that 
we should use force only as an absolute last 
resort. We should have learned from our 
successes in peacekeeping the importance 
of engaging the warring parties despite the 
inherent dangers. 

What we should also have learned is 
that it doesn’t help to bomb a country 
into a state of anarchy like we did in Iraq 
and, oh wait, in Libya too! Nor does the 
wholesale killing of the Taliban lead to 
peace. If anything, it merely hardens the 
resolve of the warring parties and makes 
us a full-fledged part of the problem. We 
must not ignore what we have learned or 
deny the relevance of the way warfare has 
evolved as we emerged from the industrial 
age. Let us be more sophisticated in the 
way we deal with crises around the world, 
or they will come home to roost right here 
in Canada. 

Canadian peacekeepers often find themselves in harm’s way and peacekeeping can be extremely 
dangerous. Such was the case for Canadian peacekeepers Corporal Jordie Yeo and Private Jeff 
Melchers when Bosnian Muslims opened fire on them with grenades, small arms and a .50 calibre 
machine gun. Both were injured in the ambush. (illustration by katherine taylor)
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For 87 years, Commissionaires has had the mandate of pro-
viding meaningful employment for the men and women 
who have served the Canadian military and moved on 
to civilian life. It’s a mandate they continue to live by.

“Because our social mandate is employing veterans, we think 
we fit very nicely in that continuum of opportunity for veterans 
when they transition out of the forces,” explained Bill Sutherland, 
chairman of the national board of directors for Commissionaires.

This organization was founded in 1925 with the establishment 
of branches in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. At the time, their 
mandate of employing veterans saw them hire veterans of World 
War I. By the 1950s, Commissionaires had expanded across the 
country and veterans of WWII and the Korean War seeking secure 
civilian jobs joined the ranks.

“After the First World War, you think about all those people that 
were demobilized in 1918 and 1919 and the start of economically 

difficult times in the 20s and 30s — that’s when Commissionaires 
was set up and it was focused very much on the veterans,” said 
Sutherland.

With their mandate of employing veterans, Commissionaires 
has been providing the majority of security services to the federal 
government since 1945. Currently, veterans carry out more than 
66 per cent of hours provided at federal government sites.

For generations, we came to know the Commissionaires for 
those veterans of the “greatest generation.” It was those brave men 
and women, formerly dedicated to a life in the Canadian Forces, 
that we met as they manned their security posts in both public and 
private institutions. Their presence was one we grew with, became 
comfortable with, and one we came to trust. We got to know them 
by name. We learned their birthdays. They became part of our work 
family, and fixtures in our lives.

As those veterans move off into a well-deserved retirement, the 

This is not your grandfather’s 
Commissionaires

by Blake Hurdis

CHANGING WITH THE TIMES

F  E  A T  U  R  E
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Commissionaires have been met with a new young generation to 
mind the post. It has become an unofficial changing of the guard 
for an organization still living by the mandate that bore it.

These are no longer your grandfather’s Commissionaires.
In 2011, more than 4,000 Canadian Forces members left the 

military through attrition. At the same time, Commissionaires was 
hiring roughly 1,000 former military members annually.

“A lot of veterans, particularly younger veterans, newer veterans, 
need some kind of transition or stepping stone,” said Sutherland.

Providing a place for veterans to transition, surrounded by fellow 
veterans, has allowed Commissionaires to expand their services 
from the traditional security guard.

That expansion has been one of necessity. As security needs have 
changed over the last two decades, Commissionaires has grown and 
adapted to meet the challenges. That has meant increased capabili-
ties in fingerprinting, background checks, mobile ID services, loss 
prevention and GPS asset tracking. These capabilities are also highly 
dependent on robust technological services.

The business of providing security has changed drastically and 
Commissionaires has changed right along with it. And it’s those 
young faces in the always-recognizable Commissionaires uniform 
that are helping the organization adapt and meet demand by 
bringing to the unique skills they developed in the military to 
their new civilian jobs.

For veterans transitioning out of the military, it’s often difficult 
to explain how the skills they acquired in the military translate to 
what civilian employers are looking for.

“To translate what their experience was in the military, what 
they learned in the military, the skills they learned in the military, 
to translate those into civilian terms is often pretty difficult. You 
almost need a universal translator,” explained Sutherland.

Even as a stepping-stone into establishing a civilian career, Com-
missionaires provides an intermediate opportunity for veterans to 
translate their valuable skills in an organization that’s competitive 
in the private sector.

“We actually compete in the world of security, so we compete 
with private sector firms but we’re a not for profit and our focus 
is on veterans,” said Sutherland.

As part of that focus, Commissionaires signed a memorandum of 
understanding with the Department of National Defence in 2010 
that would see them provide employment opportunities to injured 
or ill service members transitioning into civilian life.

In the early stages of reintegrating soldiers who have served 
and sacrificed in Afghanistan, the agreement with DND is an 
essential initiative in maintaining the pride, integrity and honour 
of Canada’s veterans.

“One of our biggest challenges is to change as an organization, 
to adapt to the needs of veterans, to meet their expectations, to 
do so in a way that is respectful and provides them with that firm 
base,” said Sutherland.

As Commissionaires has transitioned to a younger face, 
employing the veterans of today really isn’t a transition at all. 
There’s camaraderie between generations. These may not be 
your grandfather’s Commissionaires, but as veterans with pride in 
service, they represent the same ideals, the ideals Commissionaires 
was built on. 

The new face of Commissionaires. Veterans of the Afghanistan mission 
also number among the ranks of the organization, which has expanded 
the number of services provided to include fingerprinting, background 
checks, GPS asset tracking and other high-tech skills.

Commissionaires by the Numbers

25:  Airports where Commissionaires provides security

95:  The percentage of revenue Commissionaires returns 
to members in pay and benefits

1,000:  Members of the Canadian Forces and RCMP 
hired by Commissionaires every year

46,000:  Fingerprints Commissionaires processes annually 
for immigration, employment and travel visas every year

1,200:   Communit ie s  across  Canada where 
Commissionaires are employed

63:  Municipalities that use Commissionaires for by-law 
enforcement

250,000:  Number of people trained by Commissionaires
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by Michel W. Drapeau & Joshua M. Juneau

What your career 
manager won’t tell 
you! 

In the best of times, the housing market is volatile. 
Home prices can fluctuate dramatically from year to 
year, and even from season to season. Though some 
communities are able to demonstrate short term trends 

of growth when demand is high, no community is fully im-
mune from this volatility. 

Thankfully, the Canadian Forces recognizes this, at least 
partially, when members and their families are forced to move 
to meet the ‘service exigencies.’ This is also an implicit recogni-
tion that military members actually serve ‘at pleasure’ of Queen 
and Country. In reality, they have little choice regarding the 
timing, length, frequency or locations of their postings. 

In civilian life, if a job opportunity arises across the country, 
or across the world, that person has the ability to simply decline 
the job offer. However, Canadian Forces members have a 
unique workplace relationship. As any service member will 
relate, once enrolled, you (and your family) can be compelled 
to move to Whitehorse, Comox, Portage-La-Prairie, Toronto, 
North Bay, Ottawa, St-Jean, Valcartier, Oromocto, Halifax 

or wherever abroad. Some moves can be done on very short 
notice and for a very short period. Thankfully, however, 
conventions have been established within the Canadian Forces 
whereby most postings are for no less than three years. 

Three year postings, however, do not always buffer against 
the ever-volatile real estate market. For example, a member 
is posted to Victoria in an inflated market, purchases a house 
for $400,000. Then, after the three-year period, the home 
value has declined to $320,000. Given that this member has 
no choice but to move, he or she may have no choice but to 
sell his or her home immediately. The question is: Is it fair 
that this member be forced to “eat this loss”? The answer, of 
course, is no. 

For this reason, in 2000, the Canadian Forces introduced a 
Home Equity Assistance Program. Under this program, where 
“the sale price is lower than the adjusted purchase price ... 

The hidden 
costs of a 
posting

The hidden 
costs of a 
posting

Things are not always as clear and concise as they could be when dealing 
with the legal aspects of real estate, even less so for service members.
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complaints concerning the Home Equity program, the Chief 
of Defence Staff (CDS), General Walter Natynczyk, directed 
the Director-General Compensation and Benefits (DGCB) to 
review the adequacy of Home Equity Allowance provisions 
with the Treasury Board Secretariat with the aim of minimiz-
ing these negative effects on CF members. Conceptually, this 
should be seen as a good and auspicious start. But, truth be 
told, 70 years after Ronald Reagan played a leading role in 
the movie This is the Army, things have changed. 

Despite the personal involvement of the top soldier, so far as 
we can make out, the result, can only be characterized as pure 
and simple bureaucratic wheel spinning. And, the problems 
being experienced with the Home Equity program, after being 
given ‘due consideration’, have remained unchanged. Surprise, 
surprise. How come?

This may be best illustrated by example where the names 
and locations and other details have been changed to protect 
the identity of the member concerned. 

CAPTAIN SCHWARTZ
In the spring of 2008, Captain Bernard Schwartz (not his real 
name) received a posting message, that he was to be posted 
from Kingston to the Yellowknife for three years. On this 
expectation, derived from several meetings with his Career 
Manager, he and his wife proceeded on a house hunting 
trip to the Northwest Territories, and bought a home for 
$400,000 (not the real sum), which was in concordance with 
the appraised market value at the time. 

In June 2008, after his wife had given up her civilian job in 
Kingston, Capt. Schwartz and his family moved on a regular 
three-year posting to Yellowknife. Or so he thought.

Nine months later, on a bright and sunny Friday afternoon 
in March 2009, Capt. Schwartz unexpectedly received a 
posting message indicating that he was being posted back to 
Kingston tout de suite! This is no joke. 

In the nine months since Capt. Schwartz and his family had 
moved to NWT, the real estate market had taken a negative 
turn, and Capt. Schwartz’s home’s valuation diminished 
considerably from $400,000 to $350,000 (or by 12 per cent). 
This was consistent with the reports that the overall real estate 
market in the location of his posting declined during this 
period by an average of 13 per cent.

In May 2009, thus, Capt. and Mrs. Schwartz sold his home 
for $345,000, resulting in an equity loss of $55,000. 

To add insult to injury, the real estate market in Kingston 
had inflated, and so, to purchase a house of same value to the 
one he had left only nine months before would cost Capt. 
Schwartz up to $30,000 more than he had sold his home for! 
Again, is this fair or just? Absolutely not.

GRIEVANCE 
Consistent with the Canadian Forces Integrated Relocation 
Program benefit entitlement, later in 2009, Capt. Schwartz 
was awarded $15,000 towards his loss of equity, the maximum 
that is permitted under section 8.2.13 of the Home Equity 

[the member] shall be reimbursed 90% of the difference” up 
to a maximum of $15,000. On its face, this seems to mitigate 
the problem, and also may serve as a fraud-prevention tool. 
However, in some circumstances, it may not be enough. 

RECOGNIZING THE PROBLEM
Recently, the DND/CF Ombudsman website published an 
article stating that, in consideration of the Home Equity 
provisions, their office has “received a number of complaints” 
and that after having reviewed these complaints, the Office of 
the Ombudsman “identified serious concerns with the Home 
Equity Assistance policy within the Canadian Forces Integrated 
Relocation Program.” The report concludes that, “As a result 
of the Home Equity Assistance policy, a number of Canadian 
Forces members have incurred significant financial hardship 
through no fault of their own.”

How can that be? Why should military members, and most 
importantly, their families suffer financially for serving their 
country? It is bad enough to uproot a spouse and children 
leaving friends and families behind, get use to a new tax 
environment, sell and purchase a new home, perhaps have 
the spouse and children give up on a full-time or part-time 
employment as well as memberships in various clubs and as-
sociations, have your furniture and belongings banged up by 
movers, change schools, physicians, dentists, piano teachers, 
buy new drapes, carpets, etc. 

We are happy to report, however, that due to these series of 
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Assistance provisions, but still $40,000 short of his total equity 
loss. This is a big deal for any family, military or civilian and 
whether you are serving at the top pay scale or in the middle 
ranks. 

Because of this, in October 2009, Capt. Schwartz submitted 
a grievance to recover the remaining $40,000. 

The outcome of the grievance astonishes. In Spring 2011, 
the Canadian Forces Grievance Board recognized that, “the 
current Home Equity Assistance provisions are inadequate.” 
Amen. Despite this, the CDS, acting as Final Authority, denied 
Capt. Schwartz’s grievance stating that, due to restrictions 
outlined in Treasury Board Secretariat policy, he felt unable 
to provide Capt. Schwartz with compensation despite the fact 
that he and his family had “suffered a significant loss.”

CARING FOR OUR OWN
Though the decision of the CDS not to reimburse Capt. 
Schwartz may be strictly within the relevant Treasury Board 
Secretariat Policy, certainly, the CDS could have referenced 
this matter to the Department’s legal office for equitable 
relief. He did not.

Posting a member requires not only a sacrifice of that 
member, but also of their family, who are uprooted from their 
professional, academic, social and recreational affiliations, and 
forced to adapt to a new environment. Because the Canadian 
Forces’ posting message compelled Capt. Schwartz to move 
back to Kingston prematurely, he or his family should not 
have to absorb such a substantial economic loss in addition to 
the significant brouhaha, bustle, flurry and rumpus associated 
with any such unscheduled move. They did. 

While members of the military appreciate that moving is 
all part and parcel of life in the military, they do not have any 
control over huge drops in property values when they are 
moved at a time and place to meet a service requirement. Such 
a financial loss should not be downloaded on these loyal and 
dedicated military families who serve for the sake and safety 
of our nation. They deserve more. 

This is not “caring for our own.” 
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In the early morning hours of October 13, 1812, American forces 
under the command of Major General Stephen Van Rensselaer III began 
crossing the Niagara River from Lewiston, New York, to Queenston in 
the Province of Upper Canada. This move was intended to seize the high 
ground above Queenston on the Niagara Escarpment and establish a strong 
fortified position that could be used as a springboard for further military 
action in the spring of 1813. It was this landing and subsequent battle that 
led to the first major military clash of American and British forces in open 
battle in the War of 1812.  

e
F  E  A  T  U  R  E

by Michael Hurley

The American conquest of Canada 
was more than just “a mere matter 

of marching.” At Queenston Heights 
in Upper Canada, American and 

British forces clash in the first major 
open battle of the War of 1812. 

Victory was costly for both.

“The Battle of Queenston Heights” painted by eyewitness James B. Dennis depicts the 
unsuccessful American landing on October 13, 1812. The village of Queenston is in 
the right foreground, with Queenston Heights behind. Lewiston is in the left foreground. 
The Battle of Queenston Heights, which occurred on October 13, 1812, was the first 
major battle in the War of 1812. The battle was fought as the result of an American 
attempt to establish a foothold on the Canadian side of the Niagara River before 
campaigning ended with the onset of winter. (“battle of queenston heights” lithograph 
after painting by major james dennis, library and archives canada r13133-387)
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With the British capture of Fort Michilimackinac on July 17, 
1812 and the capture of Fort Detroit on August 16, 1812 these 
actions, while relatively bloodless affairs, had been humiliating for 
the United States. The Americans had expected the conquest of 
Canada to be a “mere matter of marching.” This had left American 
military planners placing hoped for success on two other military 
offences. The first was against Montréal by way of the Richelieu 
River Valley commanded by Major General Henry Dearborn; the 
second was into the Niagara Region commanded by Van Rensselaer, 
a politically appointed general from New York who was given the 
command by Governor Daniel D. Tompkin, Van Rensselaer’s 
political rival in the next state elections.     

Evidence suggests that the American military planned to make 
two major landings in the Niagara Region designed to split British 
forces. The first was to be against Fort George by Brigadier General 
Alexander Smyth and his force of 1,700 U.S. regular troops. The 
second by Van Rensselaer, Smyth’s superior, was designed to draw 
British forces away from Fort George. To support these moves, 
the Americans hid boats at Four Mile Creek east of Fort Niagara 
as well as placing 13 boats at Lewiston.

By October 1812, Van Rensselaer had a mixed force of 6,000 

regular and militia troops under his command. These troops were 
spread out along the American side of the Niagara River from 
Fort Niagara in the north to Blackrock (present day Buffalo) in 
the south. While impressive on paper, these forces were of mixed 
quality. The regular troops were mostly newly recruited and had 
little training. The militia, while enthusiastic, had no military 
training at all. 

Major General Isaac Brock’s forces, on the other hand, while 
numerically inferior, were well-trained and of long service. His 
regular troops were made up of the 41st and 49th Regiment of Foot 
as well as Royal Artillery. He could also call on local militia from 
Lincoln County, the York Volunteers, the Car Brigade, Provincial 
Artillery and Captain Runchey’s Company of Coloured Men. He 
also counted a strong force of First Nations from the Grand River 
under Chiefs John Norton and John Brant.

Van Rensselaer’s other problems were ones of command and 
control of many of his militia officers. They were either political ap-
pointments or were elected to their position by their various militia 
regiments. They also had little or no military training. Brigadier 
General Smyth, being a regular force officer, didn’t feel the need 
to answer to Van Rensselar as he viewed him as nothing more than 
a politically appointed militia general.  Smyth never attended staff 
meetings and only answered written orders or requests occasionally. 
Brock, however, had a well-trained command staff of both regular 
and provincial officers who understood their work and who could 
follow orders effectively.  

On the night of October 9, a cutting out party made up of 
American sailors and soldiers slipped out of Blackrock to seize 
two British brigs sitting at anchor under the guns of Fort Erie. 
The operation was only partially successful as one of the brigs ran 
aground and was burnt to prevent its recapture. But the action 
did trigger the British into suspecting that this might be part of a 
larger operation. 

Van Rensselaer’s plan had called for a crossing of the Niagara 
River on October 11. On October 10, he sent orders to Smyth to 
move his men from Blackrock to Lewiston in order to launch an 
attack on October 11 at 3 am. Smyth felt it better to cross further 
south of the Falls where the riverbanks were not as steep, but he 
complied and began moving his brigade slowly north to Lewiston. 

That night, a storm broke over the region making the bad 
roads even more impassable and drenched the soldiers waiting 
at Lewiston. Concurrently, the officer commanding the leading 
boat chose to desert and took most of the oars for the other 
boats with him. So Van Rensselaer decided to delay the attack to 
the morning of the 13th and sent word to Smyth who turned his 
brigade around and marched them back to Blackrock. He informed 
Van Rensselaer that his men would be ready for October 14. Van 
Rensselaer made the decision to carry out his attack on the 13th 
without Smyth’s troops.

On October 12, Major Thomas Evans, a British officer, crossed 
the Niagara River at Lewiston under a flag of truce to discuss an 
exchange of prisoners. This was a common enough practice for 
armies of the time as there were no facilities for keeping prisoners 
of war. Evans was informed that no exchange could be discussed 
until “the day after tomorrow,” a phrase he found rather strange. 

The British counted among their ranks a strong contingent of Mohawk 
warriors under the command of Chiefs John Norton and John Brant.  
Heard all the way on the American side of the Niagara River, the war cries 
from their skirmish atop the Niagara Escarpment terrified the Americans. 
(photo by david claire)
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He also noted the hidden American boats along the riverbank at 
Lewiston. Evans reported his findings and suspicions to Brock. 
Though most of Brock’s senior officers did not believe him, Brock 
took Evans aside and questioned him carefully. That evening Brock 
issued orders for the militia to be assembled and for his army to 
be placed on a higher state of alert. In Brock’s mind, it was not a 
question of if but when and where the attack would come. 

In the early morning of the 13th, a British sentry walking his 

beat noticed boats full of troops moving from Lewiston Landing 
opposite Queenston Landing. Instead of firing his musket to give 
the alarm, he ran to Captain James Dennis, his commanding officer, 
and reported the American move.

In Queenston, British forces consisted of the grenadier company 
of the 49th Regiment of Foot, a flank company of the 2nd York 
Volunteers and a detachment of the 41st Regiment of Foot with 
a 3-pounder grasshopper gun. The light company of the 49th was 
stationed on top of Queenston Heights to give support to the redan 
battery which was placed half way up the slope and consisted of 
an 18-pounder and a mortar. A mile to the north at Vrooman’s 
Point was a battery with a 24-pounder and carronade as well as a 
covering company of the 5th Lincoln militia. Two more companies 
of the York Volunteers were stationed at Brown’s Point three miles 
to the north. 

The American assault was commanded by Colonel Solomon Van 
Rensselaer, cousin of militia commander Stephen Van Rensselaer. 

American 6-pounder gun firing at Fort Erie. (photo by david claire) Lieutenant Colonel John Chrystie of the 13th U.S. Infantry lead 
the regulars along with a detachment of American artillerymen 
acting as infantry.

As soon as the Americans moved out, the river current carried 
three boats downstream, including the one carrying Chrystie. 
He eventually made it back to the American side. As soon as the 
remaining boats landed on the Canadian side, they came under fire 
from the 49th  Regiment of Foot. Solomon Van Rensselaer was hit 
five times while trying to form his men to open up the bridgehead. 
Command then fell to Captain John Wool of the 13th Infantry who 
fought to hold the American toehold.

Batteries on both sides of the river began to open fire trying 
to feel out their range and to hunt for targets in the dark. On the 
American side above Lewiston, Grey’s battery fired two 18-pound-
ers over the river as well as a mortar. Though these shots drove the 
49th Regiment away from the landing forcing them to take cover in 
the houses of Queenston, the company was still in good position 
to contain the American landings.  

Brock was at Fort George when British batteries covering 
Queenston opened fire on the river crossing at Lewiston. Brock felt 
that this move was a faint intended to draw off British troops and 
leave Fort George unprotected. He ordered the garrison to stand 
to under the command of Major General Roger Hale Shaeffe and 
then rode to Queenston. He wanted to assess the situation from 
his own observations. 

With dawn breaking, the Americans pushed across a second wave 
of boats which came under fire from the Vrooman’s Point battery, 
forcing some of the American boats to turn back.

Brock surveyed the Americans crossing the Niagara River from 
the redan battery above Queenston. He realized that this crossing 
was in fact the main attack of the American forces and issued orders 
for Sheaffe to move his troops from Fort George to Queenston 
with all possible speed. During this time, American troops used 
a fisherman’s path along the river that led south of Queenston, 
scaled the heights and attacked the battery from above on the south 

During the attack, Brock was 
leading from the front when an 

unknown American soldier stepped 
out from behind a thicket...
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flank. This drove in British covering troops and forced Brock and 
his men to fall back to the west of the village. 

Personally leading on foot two companies of the 49th and two 
companies of the 2nd York Volunteers, Major General Isaac Brock 
charged to retake the Redan Battery and drive the Americans 
off the high ground. During the attack, Brock was leading from 
the front when an unknown American soldier stepped out from 
behind a thicket and shot Brock in the chest at close range. He 
was killed instantly.

Brock’s provincial aide, Lt. Col. John Macdonnell, bringing 
up the York Militia, took command of the attack and charged 
the Redan Battery, driving the Americans back up the heights. 
Macdonnell was hit in the small of his back and fell to the ground 
when the horse he was riding was shot out from under him. He 
died of his wounds the next day. 

With the death of Brock and with Macdonnell out of action, Brit-
ish and Canadian forces fell back to the north past Vrooman’s Point 
battery which continued to fire on the Lewiston and Queenston 
Landings. This battery was now the only British forces opposing 
the Americans in Queenston and on the heights.

From 1000 hrs to 1400 hrs, the Americans consolidated their 
bridgehead on the Canadian side of the river, moving reinforce-
ments and artillery into position. Stephen Van Rensselaer crossed 

over to the Canadian side to assess the situation for himself. He 
ordered his engineering officer to construct fortifications on top 
of the Niagara Escarpment, now the present location of Brock’s 
memorial monument. He also placed Lt. Col. Winfield Scott in 
command of the regular U.S. troops with Brigadier General William 
Wadsworth taking charge of the U.S. militia. 

British Indian Department Captain Chief John Norton along 
with Chief John Brant and First Nations warriors skirmished with 
American military units west of the American positions on top of 
the Niagara Escarpment. This action helped to hold U.S. troops 
in place and added to the psychological fear factor that Americans 
had of fighting Indians. 

British reinforcements under Sheaffe arrived from Fort George. 
They were made up of the 41st Regiment of Foot, the 5th Lincoln 
militia, Captain Runchey’s Company of Coloured Men and artillery 
of the Car Brigade. They allowed the British and Canadian forces 
to slowly squeeze and contain the American bridgehead and to 
slowly push the Americans out of Queenston and away from their 
landing area. With additional artillery supporting the Vrooman’s 
Point battery, the British were able to close not only the Canadian 
landing area to American reinforcements but also to drive American 
units away from the Lewiston landing area.  

Sheaffe and Brock were a study in contrast. Brock was a charis-
matic leader, had an easygoing but aggressive command style and 
was popular with his men. Shaeffe, on the other hand, was noted 
as a strict disciplinarian as well as a cautious and methodical officer. 
Rather than make further frontal assaults which had previously 
failed against the high ground, Sheaffe took a long detour that 
eventually led his troops to a point west of the American position 
and up to the top of the Escarpment where he waited for further 
reinforcements from Fort Chippawa and Fort Erie. Once these 
forces where in place, only then did Sheaffe attack.

Van Rensselaer crossed back across the Niagara River to Lewiston 

With additional artillery 
supporting the Vrooman’s Point 
battery, the British were able to 

close the Canadian landing area

A reenactment of Sheaffe’s troops firing by platoon against the American line at Queenston Heights. The Battle of Queenston Heights was fought 
between United States regulars and New York militia forces led by Major General Stephen Van Rensselaer, and British forces and Canadian militia led 
by Major General Isaac Brock, and Major General Roger Sheaffe, who took command when Brock was killed. (michael hurley)
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for reinformcents and supplies. He left Wadsworth in command 
and promised that if Wadsworth couldn’t hold his position then 
boats would be sent to remove his troops. Ultimately, the decision 
to stand and fight or to withdraw now rested with Wadsworth.

However, with cannon fire from Vrooman’s Point battery 
hammering Lewiston Landing, the silencing of their own batteries 
on the New York side of the river and the sound of native war 
cries coming from the Niagara Escarpment, the New York State 
militia stood on their constitutional right not to be used outside 
the jurisdiction of New York State and bluntly refused to cross the 
Niagara River with Van Rensselaer. 

At 1600 hrs, Sheaffe ordered his troops to advance across the 
top of the Niagara Escarpment from south to north against the 
American line. With Light Infantry of the 41st as well as Norton’s 
warriors pushing in the American outer pickets from the west, 
Sheaffe’s troops advanced firing by platoons. They fired a finale 
battalion volley and charged the American line which broke and 
ran to the eastern end of the escarpment. Those that made it back 
down to the base of the cliff found that the promised boats had 
not come to remove them. Wadworth surrendered 300 men to 
the advancing British and Scott, who had made his way down the 
cliff, also surrendered the remainder of his men shortly thereafter.

The Battle of Queenston Heights, which had lasted 12 hours, 
had been costly to the Americans. The dead, wounded and prisoners 
numbered just over a thousand. For the British, victory had come at 
a heavy price with the death of Brock, but it did end further major 
offensive action by the United States in Upper Canada in 1812.  

General Isaac Brock’s success 
over the American forces and 
their subsequent withdrawal 
back across the Niagara River 
was a pivotal point in the war. 
Brock died on October 13, 
1812 at the height of the Battle 
of Queenston Heights. This 
battle, the largest in the war to 
that point, was fought as the 
result of an American attempt 
to establish a foothold on the 
Canadian side of the Niagara 
River before campaigning 
ended with the onset of winter. 
This was a decisive battle, 
however, and resulted in a 
defeat in this poorly managed 
American campaign. For 
Canada, this battle may be 
most historically significant for 
the loss of its leader, Brock. 
It has been said that famous 
portraits such as this one 
promoted the idea of nobility 
among officers fighting for 
the defence of British lands 
in North America. Today, 
these images distort our 
understanding of this complex 
conflict. (lac/c-273)
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by Jeff Davis

e

T he Afghan military needs a full complement of cutting 
edge military equipment before NATO’s planned 
pull-out in 2014, says Afghan Ambassador to Canada 
Barna Karimi, and even this may not be enough to 

hold the Taliban at bay.
Karimi welcomed the government of Canada’s pledge in May 

to commit $110 million per year for three years to the Afghan 
military starting in 2015, a funding commitment mirrored by other 
NATO allies.

“The government of Canada made a very wise decision in 
supporting the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) beyond 
2014,” he said, adding that the Afghan military will need some $4.1 
billion dollars to bring it up to snuff by the time NATO withdraws.

With a pocketful of new money, the Afghan government is busy 
drawing up a wish list of military hardware that includes everything 
from night vision goggles and long range artillery, to counter-IED 
(improvised explosive device) gear and a whole new air force.

But even with an infusion of new battle gear, Karimi fears, the 
Afghan military will still struggle to vanquish the Taliban and 
maintain stability if they are indeed abandoned by NATO military 

trainers in 2014.
Today Afghan forces are heavily dependent on the International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) for helicopter airlift, Karimi said, 
without which they could not access remote parts of the mountain-
ous country. Furthermore, he said, the Afghan military will be all 
but blind without the NATO reconnaissance drones that keep an 
eye out for insurgent activity.

“We definitely need a better air force,” he told Esprit de Corps 
in a recent interview. “Once [the NATO] missions are finished, 
we’ll definitely have a big problem, because we won’t be able to 
do this alone.”

In decades past, Afghanistan had a fully equipped air force, but 
this has gradually been degraded by enemy action, pilot error and 
poor maintenance.

“Unfortunately, most of those aircraft were destroyed during the 
civil war because of the lack of knowledge of those aircraft, and also 
bombs and rockets,” he said.

Besides transport helicopters and drones, Karimi said, attack jets 
are also needed.

Among the other big ticket items on the Afghan military’s 

Ill-equipped Afghan forces will struggle when  
NATO pulls out, says ambassador

AFGHANISTAN 
AFTER NATO
AFGHANISTAN 
AFTER NATO
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shopping list are artillery pieces to replace its current collection 
of Soviet-made D-30 and American M114 howitzers. These are 
too heavy to manoeuvre in the mountains and lack range, Karimi 
said, perhaps indicating the Afghan government will push for some 
new, ultra lightweight M777 howitzers that can be easily moved 
by helicopters.

“What we have now is small range artillery; what we need is long 
range artillery,” he said.

Over the past five years, Karimi said, the Afghan army — in 
particular the infantry — has been able to retire much of its worn 
out Soviet-era gear such as large numbers of AK-47 assault rifles. 
These have been replaced by some 150,000 American-made M16 
rifles, M4 carbines and support weapons such as the M249 SAW 
light machine gun.

The ANSF has also received some 7,500 up-armoured Humvee 
trucks, 350 M1117 armoured security vehicles and is expected to 
receive nearly 10,000 mine-resistant ambush protected (MRAP) 
vehicles.

What is missing from the infantry’s kit now, Karimi said, is the 
proper armour needed to boost soldier survivability. And without 
night vision goggles, he added, Afghan forces remain vulnerable 
in night fighting, especially when unsupported by NATO troops.

“If you don’t have the proper equipment, but you have the 
courage and want to defend your country, you lose lives more than 
an army that has a better capability,” he said.

But new infantry gear will not be enough to secure the country, 
Karimi said, against an enemy that has a well-known penchant for 

using roadside bombs.
Karimi said Afghanistan’s diplomats — himself included — are 

also “going door-to-door” in NATO capitals asking for access to 
the cutting edge technologies that help locate IEDs, which have 
become the Taliban’s weapon of choice.

“Our forces are being trained on how to actually remove these 
mines and bombs around the roads, but we don’t have the equip-
ment,” he said. “We are asking for some help, and Canada is actually 
one of the countries with the very best counter-IED equipment.”

This may be a tall order, however, given reports that allied nations 
are hesitant to hand over some key pieces of equipment. Some of the 
NATO-donated kit has found its way into enemy hands, likely via 
turncoats within the ranks of the Afghan National Security Forces.

Karimi said these fears are mostly unfounded, given new account-
ing systems designed to keep track of military hardware and make 
sure it doesn’t disappear.

“They have a very good system of accounting, and that was being 
supported by ISAF ... to make sure these [pieces of] equipment 
don’t fall into the hands of the enemy,” he said.

Even if the Afghan military receives the gear it needs and raises 
its troop strength to 228,000 by 2014 as planned, Karimi said, 
the departure of military trainers would be a major setback to 
operational effectiveness.

“The training will have to go on beyond 2014,” he said. “The 
funding will only bring some capabilities, but the training is also 
important to make sure the ANSF are able to use their abilities they 
get through the funding.” 
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So you think you know your military history? Well, think again!

Each month we publish questions to test your knowledge as part of our At Ease feature, a collection of 
military trivia and humour. The answers to the quiz are tucked away on another page in this issue.  

Good luck! Your input is welcome! Please send your stumpers to Les Peate c/o this magazine.  

1. Which WWII aircraft had the highest 
production rate?

4. The Handley-
Page Hampden 

bomber was 
known for its slim 
lines. How wide 
was its fuselage?

5. Which two nations serving with the UN 
forces in Korea are NOT recognized in the list 

of participants?

6. And now, a personal reminiscence: In 
the British Army I served in what became 
the Light Infantry. I made an effort to visit 
my allied regiments in Canada (and did!). 
Whom did I visit (and enjoyed their mess 

hospitality)?

2. Where would you find the following 
Canadian forts: Prince of Wales, Henry, 

York, Beauséjour and Chambly?

3. Where would you find a caubeen?
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Inventing Canada Abroad:  
The legacy of Lester B. Pearson

by By Eric Leclerc

 

How one man’s vision kept the peace and forged a legacy

In July 1956, international tensions flared 
over control of the Suez Canal, a 193 km-long 
man-made waterway in Egypt that links the 
Red Sea to the Mediterranean. Its strategic 
importance combined with tense post-war 
world politics, post-colonial nationalism and 
economic interests collided and threatened to 
drag the area into war. One man stepped in 
to keep the peace. His peacekeeping innovation 
earned him the Nobel Prize. The creation of 
a new kind of foreign policy, one focussed on 
keeping the peace rather than on waging war, 
forged his legacy and defined a nation.

L ate one night in 1957, a cable was sent 
from Oslo to Ottawa to inform Liberal 

Member of Parliament Lester B. Pearson that 
he had won the Nobel Prize for Peace. The 
telegram arrived at the wrong house and 
Pearson never got the message. Four hours 
later a Canadian reporter called Pearson 
at his home to ask him about the news. 
The bleary-eyed Foreign Affairs minister 
answered the ringing phone to hear the news that would validate 
decades of public service and make him prime minister of Canada.

Specifically, the prize honoured the creation of the United 
Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) deployed the previous year 
to bring a peaceful end to the Suez Crisis in Egypt. But the 
Nobel came to Pearson after many years of attempting to make 
a place for Canada on the world stage. Throughout his career as 
a diplomat and politician, Pearson would be instrumental in the 
creation of a new Canadian-made foreign policy. He drafted the 
speech in which Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent proposed the 
establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, signed 
the enabling treaty in 1949, and headed the Canadian delegation to 

NATO and the UN until 1957. As chairman 
of the United Nations General Assembly’s 
Special Committee on Palestine, he laid the 
groundwork for the creation of the state of 
Israel in 1947. In 1965 he made a symbolic 
move away from Britain with the creation of 
the new Canadian flag. 

Despite all of his contributions to world 
events, Pearson is probably best known in 
Canada for the establishment of our universal 
healthcare system. His five years as prime 
minister marked the transition for Canada to 
go from a humble, conservative country that 
was willing to go along with Britain and the 
U.S. to an honest broker and middle power 
with ideas and agendas of its own. It is fair to 
say that Pearson prepared the way for much 
of the nationalistic and foreign policy actions 
of the Trudeau years.

But before Lester Pearson ever had dreams 
of changing the course of a country, he was a 
soldier. In the spring of 1915 Pearson turned 
18 and decided to go overseas. He trained at 

an officer’s school and joined a hospital unit, so that he could handle 
duty and Christian service at the same time. His unit went first to 
England, then to Egypt, and then on to Salonika. As is common 
in the story of Lester Pearson, he changed his mind, opting for 
the infantry. He wrote to his father, who knew Sam Hughes and 
arranged for him to arrive in England as a lieutenant ready to fight 
the Germans on the French killing fields. 

Predictably, he changed his mind again. Though he was terrified 
of heights, he decided to become a pilot in the Royal Flying Corps, 
the most glamorous job in the Great War, and the one that was 
most likely to get a person killed. On his first solo flight, his engine 
stopped while he was banking into a landing pattern, and his plane 

A young Lester “Mike” Pearson stood by a 
Grahame-White aircraft, believing he was born 
to fly. But a bus put an end to that dream — in 

1918, he was hit by a London bus during a 
citywide blackout — and Pearson would spend 

the rest of the war as an instructor.  
(pearson collection)
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crashed to the ground. He was given a few 
days off flying to inspect his wounds, so he 
headed to London to take in the sights at 
Piccadilly, though he was not supposed to 
leave the base. He was having fun in the city 
when the air-raid sirens started shrieking. 
During the panicked scramble, he was hit by 
a bus in the darkened street, and that was the 
end of his war.

While he did not find glory in the Great 
War, Pearson had earned himself a new name 
before returning to Canada to teach history at 
the University of Toronto. His flight instruc-
tors refused to call him by the wimpy name 
of Lester, and dubbed him “Mike.” It was 
to be useful in later life: How far would he 
have got in the 1963 election with his flacks 
shouting, “We like Lester”?

MR. PEARSON GOES TO 
WASHINGTON
Sir Wilfred Laurier established the Depart-
ment of External Affairs in 1909, but before 
the war it had done little besides issuing 
passports and liaising with Washington. After 
the war Mackenzie King saw a new world 
and a new place for Canada in it; he started 
building a big diplomatic bureaucracy, making Dr. O.D. Skelton 
the undersecretary. King was determined that the service’s person-
nel should be found through competition rather than patronage. 
Skelton was an academic and during a dinner party in 1925 was 
seated beside young professor Pearson. Skelton mentioned the 
competition and said that he could use some bright young history 
professors. Two years later Pearson was visiting Ottawa because he 
wanted to write a book about the United Empire Loyalists. “Just 

for the fun of it,” said Dr. Skelton to Lester 
Pearson, “why don’t you write the External 
Affairs examination?” Pearson finished first 
in that year’s competition.

His first posting was in 1929 to Washing-
ton. He formed his style, cutting through 
pious declarations and getting foreigners to 
talk realistically. He did not like big-power al-
liances, and he was not any more enamoured 
of the League of Nations than Mackenzie 
King was. His main job was to try to explain 
to the Americans that Canada was not part 
of Britain and not an extension of the U.S.

Mackenzie King had been keeping his eye 
on Pearson, just the way Wilfred Laurier had 
kept his eye on young Mackenzie King. The 
Tories liked to look to provincial premiers 
and successful business lawyers for their next 
federal cabinet officers. The Liberals built 
the civil service as a pool for their ministers. 
They promoted Pearson faster than anyone 
else, and by 1945 he was ambassador to the 
United States.

He spent his forty-ninth birthday aboard a 
train to San Francisco and the United Nations 
Conference. Most of the people there knew 
him, and would go away from the conference 

almost identifying the UN idea with the slick-haired diplomat from 
Canada. He had a hand in the formation of most UN agencies 
and was gearing up to be the UN’s first secretary-general, but the 
Soviets vetoed him, and would veto him when he was nominated 
again.

THE STAKES GET HIGHER
By 1956, Pearson was comfortably positioned as a federal cabinet 

“We need action not only to end the fighting 
but to make the peace... My own government 

would be glad to recommend Canadian 
participation in such a United Nations force, 
a truly international peace and police force.”

Lester Pearson, November 2, 1956

ABOVE:  On April 4, 1949 Foreign Affairs 
Minister Lester Pearson of Canada, along 
with 11 other countries, signed the North 

Atlantic Treaty in Washington, DC. The NATO 
treaty marked a new era of ties with the U.S. 

and of distance from Great Britain. (nato 
archives)  TOP INSET:  Pearson’s suggestion 

that impartial military observers could help 
restore peace during the 1956 Suez Crisis 
marked the onset of modern peacekeeping 
with the creation of UNEF. (dnd, zk-1946-17)
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minister and heir-apparent to Louis St. Laurent. Having the foreign 
affairs file made sense for the Liberals as he went about representing 
Canada to an increasingly tense post-war world. Things were going 
smoothly until July 1956, when Egypt nationalized the Suez Canal 
and triggered a crisis. 

Despite extensive diplomacy, war soon resulted. Britain and 
France joined Israel in a coalition against Egypt; their goals 
included nothing less than capturing Sinai and the Suez Canal 
and toppling the Egyptian government. Before striking, the three 
nations synchronized their attacks: Israel started the conflict and 
France and Britain joined two days later. 

Israel invaded Egypt on October 29. Israeli paratroops advanced 
rapidly behind the armoury and took the Egyptian frontier fortifica-
tions in three days. Egypt was in retreat when British and French 
bombardment made things worse for President Gamal Abdel 
Nasser’s forces. Nasser correctly thought that the aerial onslaught 
heralded a British and French invasion: after bombing Egypt for 
over 100 hours, Britain and France committed ground forces to 
the war. On November 5, paratroops from both European nations 
attacked the northern Suez Canal Zone, capturing some but not all 
of Port Said. One day later a marine and armoured force entered the 
battle, fighting several urban skirmishes against Egyptian irregulars. 
That night, November 6, reinforcements — some arriving via 
helicopter — reached the outskirts of al-Qantarah, 40 kilometres 
south of Port Said, where a UN ceasefire halted their progress. 
Britain and France stopped their Egyptian operations because of 
overwhelming international pressure.

That pressure was coming through loud and clear from the 
United Nations. Pearson saw this conflict as a battle between 
a middle power against a powerful alliance and he didn’t think 
that this kind of reckless power grab was a good idea in an age 
of atomic warfare. Political developments ultimately reversed 
British, French and Israeli military accomplishments. The United 
States compelled Britain and France to leave Egypt, and Israel to 
withdraw from Sinai. In November 1956, the United Nations 
Emergency Force donned their famous blue caps and arrived in the 
Suez Canal Zone, replacing British and French forces there. Four 
months later, a similar transition occurred in Sinai, where Israel 
yielded to international troops. Egyptian boundaries reverted to 
their pre-war configuration, and Nasser retained his hold on power 
and the Suez Canal.

THE END OF EMPIRES
While it might seem fairly straightforward to have international 
intervention by today’s standards, at the time this kind of exercise 
was unheard of. Here were two of the world’s most venerable 
empires, Britain and France, conducting realpolitik in Egypt at 
gunpoint, and the world community said stop. It is said that this is 
the exact moment the British Empire died, but to fully understand 
what that means, it helps to know how the British got involved 
with an Egyptian canal in the first place.

In 1869, workers linked the Mediterranean and Red Seas by 
completing a waterway across an isthmus at the junction of Africa 
and Asia. Since its southern end adjoined the Gulf of Suez, this 
passage became known as the Suez Canal. Successful construction 
of such a vast engineering project depended on abundant native 
labour, Frenchman Ferdinand de Lessep’s entrepreneurial efforts, 
and plentiful Egyptian and European capital. 

The canal’s revolutionary advantages immediately became 
apparent. Existing trade routes and supply lines between Europe 
and Asia stretched around the coast of southern Africa. The Suez 
Canal, however, shortened these routes by thousands of miles 
while avoiding the southern ocean’s dangerous weather. Suez soon 

During his tenure as president of the UN General Assembly in 1952-53, 
Lester B. Pearson’s main pre-occupation was the Korean War. He was 
involved with complex negotiations in drafting, and having the UNGA 
accept a resolution on the repatriation of prisoners and, finally, an 
agreement for parties to sign an armistice on June 27, 1953. (dfait)
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became an imperial lifeline: it increased efficiency while offering 
new economic opportunities to Britain’s far-flung empire. When 
the British government changed the Royal Navy’s fuel from coal 
to oil in 1912, the Suez Canal became of truly vital importance 
to Britain’s home security due to its proximity to Iraq’s plentiful 
oil fields.

In the decades after the canal’s completion, therefore, British 
leaders made a priority of acquiring shares in the Suez Canal 
Company, a French-based consortium responsible for canal opera-
tions and maintenance. By the 1880s, when a series of treaties 
codified the canal’s “international” status, Britain had a controlling 
interest in the waterway. At the same time, British leaders pursued 
an aggressive geopolitical strategy to avoid an interruption of 
channel traffic. 

To make sure their interests were being look after, Britain 
deployed an expeditionary army to Alexandria in 1882. The occupa-
tion lasted 74 years and forced Egypt into vassalage, perpetuated 
by British control of the Suez Canal. But strategic success carried 
a political price. Egyptian independence societies, many espousing 
anti-British attitudes, began to emerge and often instigated riots. 
These disturbances often flared up at what, for Britain, were 
singularly inopportune moments, such as the 20th century world 

wars. The 1956 Suez Crisis is often portrayed as the climax of 
Egypt’s decades-long struggle to cast off British domination.

The revolutionary movement in Egypt culminated on July 23, 
1952 with a military coup. Replacing King Farouk were the Free 
Officers. Their political arm, the Revolutionary Command Council 
(RCC), advocated pan-Arab nationalism, which envisaged a single 
state spanning North Africa, Mesopotamia and the Arabian Pen-
insula. Were this state to exist today, its population would number 
around 400 million (hence Israel’s objection to Arab unity and its 
actions to instigate Arab fragmentation). 

France viewed Nasser as a threat to its colonies in North Africa, 
which were also beginning to rise up. In 1954, Britain and Egypt 
signed a treaty ending the 72-year British military occupation of 
Egypt, although Anglo-Egyptian relations remained contentious. 
The final straw came as Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal, remov-
ing British and French governments from having anything more 
to do with Egypt’s future.

Having been personally involved in the creation of Israel (and 
being the son of a Methodist preacher), Pearson knew the area 
well. He probably had the best reputation in the Western world 
among the diplomats of Europe and the New World. When he went 
to work on the Suez crisis, he shared his prime minister’s moral 
stance against the imperialistic military actions of Canada’s two 
founding nations. He was a good enough analyst to know that the 
French, English and Israelis could not hold onto the Suez Canal 
without getting into a deep war that would spread throughout 
Egypt and probably across it borders. He also knew that the war 
would crack NATO and the Commonwealth. Pearson conceived the 
UN peacekeeping force and got the measure through the General 
Assembly in a 57-0 vote, with the communist countries and the 
belligerents abstaining.

And for his efforts, he was awarded the highest honour a peace-
maker could receive. Self-effacing to the last, Pearson’s reaction 
was simple and matter-of-fact: “Canada has always tried to play a 
constructive and vigorous part in the search for peace and I was 
lucky enough to be the spokesman of Canada in that work.” 

Answers to the trivia questions on page 35: 1) The Soviet 
Ilyushin IL-2 Sturmovik. A total of 36,183 were produced. 
(The highest number of U.S. aircraft produced was 
the Liberator bomber, with 18,431; and about 35,000 
Messerschmitt 109 variants were made.)  2) These were 
the names given to the army barracks at Canadian NATO 
bases in Germany.  3) On the head of a member of the 
Irish Regiment of Canada. (You would also find his cap-
badge on the RIGHT side!).  4) The fuselage measured 
just three feet at the widest part. This aircraft was 
nicknamed the “Flying Pencil.”  5) Malaysia had sent an 
air-ground team, but was included in the UK figure as, 
at that time, it was not independent. Japan had supplied 
minesweepers, which flew the international code “E” 
flag as it was still technically at war with the allies.  6) I 
visited the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry (original allies 
- Somerset LI), Régiment de Maisonneuve (KSLI) and the 
North Saskatchewan Regiment (KOYLI). 

Pearson (left) received a Nobel Peace Prize from Dr. Gunnar Jahn 
in 1957, recognized for his remarkable diplomatic achievements in 
peacebuilding and, in particular, in resolving the crisis of Suez. (dfait)
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Les Peate

Veterans’ news & views

and restricted hours of service also create 
problems.

A further blow was created this week 
with the announcement that meal allow-
ances for service members working away 
from their homes would be discontinued; 
the cost of their meals would be absorbed 
by their household food budget.

A MATTER OF HONOUR
Defence Minister Peter MacKay has 
announced that a number of Canadian 
regiments that participated in the War 
of 1812 will receive battle honours for a 
number of engagements fought by their 

I have often felt that that the unsung 
heroes in the military world are the wives 

who bear the brunt while the soldier (a 
generic term!) is serving Canada at home 
or overseas. This seems to have been borne 
out in a report by the National Military 
Family Council.

According to an article by David Pugliese 
in the Ottawa Citizen, many military 
families were either unaware of, or had 
difficulty accessing, programs available to 
them. These include counselling, health 
care and relocation assistance. There also 
appears to be a lack of uniformity among 
military bases. Proximity to military bases 

predecessors. I believe I named most of 
these in an earlier Old Guard. (I say “most” 
because I was gently reminded that I had 
forgotten the Essex and Kent Scottish!) 
Battles commemorated include Detroit, 
Queenston Heights, Châteauguay and 
Crysler’s Farm.

As a matter of interest, the British Mili-
tary General Service Medal was awarded 
for service from 1793–1814; bars were 
available for Fort Detroit, Châteauguay and 
Chrystler’s (sic) Farm (but not Queenston). 
Canadian militia received 521, while 
another 119 were awarded to “Indians.” 
Better late than never — the award was 
instituted in 1847! (My Korean War bud-
dies had to wait even longer, from 1954 to 
1991, for their Canadian Volunteer Service 
Medal.)

While on the topics of Korea and 
battle honours, perhaps it is time to 
revisit what I consider is a grave injustice 
to two fine infantry regiments. Despite the 
fact that Canadian units were as heavily 
involved for much of time as the rest of 
the Commonwealth Division units, only 
one single-action honour was awarded. 
The Royal Canadian Regiment and the 
Royal 22e Régiment were not honoured, 
despite participating in engagements more 
costly than the better-known Kapyong (no 
disrespect to 2PPCLI — they fought hard 
and deserve their recognition). I might 
add, too, that I have no personal axe to 
grind — my own British unit was awarded 
three honours.

The Van Doos defence of Hill 227 in 

e

IT’S SOMETIMES NOT EASY 
TO BE A SERVICE WIFE!

An idyllic moment captured on film, as Les and Joyce Peate celebrated their wedding, 
only days before his departure for war in Korea in 1950. Although many things have 

changed since then, the spouse left behind still has much to contend with in the present. 
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October 1951 was considered one of the 
hardest-fought actions. The application 
for a battle honour was supported by none 
other than the GOC of Quebec. Command 
was under MGen. Rockingham, who 
endorsed the application and should be 
an expert — he commanded the Canadian 
Brigade in Korea. The loss of Hill 227 could 
have broken the UN line. 

The RCR claim (Hill 355/Ko Wan 
San) was in a way the result of a mix-up 
in the regiment’s submission. As the hill 
and geographical locations were one and 
the same, the committee asked for them 
to be combined in a single honour. The 
Second Battalion of The RCR participated 
in the capture in October 1951, while the 
First Battalion defended the feature over 
a year later. 

The Canadian Battle Honour Com-
mittee refused to combine the two events, 
and assessed the claim on the basis of the 
first action. The 1952 defence is the one 
commemorated by the Regiment. 

Next year is the 60th anniversary of the 
Korean ceasefire. It would be fitting if these 
richly deserved honours could be awarded 
by then. 

Royal and Van Doos: it’s now up to 
you. I have copies of all the relevant cor-
respondence available on request. (The 
final selection committee was made of 
WWII veterans and they felt that to award 
battle honours for a “minor conflict” would 
detract from their own awards!)

MORE HONOURS
Some time ago, I chronicled the good work 
on behalf of veterans by Erna Hibbs, of 
Elliot Lake ON. I was pleased to see that 
this lady is a recent recipient of the Minister 
of Veterans Affairs Commendation for her 
work (her husband, Don, has also been 
active for years assisting Korea veterans). 

Other honourees from Ontario include 
Samuel Billich, Donald Bowman, Jeston 
Brennan, Stacy Dieter, Tom Douglas, 
Ken Gawthorn, William Hogg, Mary 
Keates, Don McCumber, Scott Mullen, 
Jack Patterson, Leonard Pelletier, Dorothy 
Phoenix, Ken Pifher, John Rigo, Andrew 
Robichaud, Daniel Rodrique, Joseph 
Sweeney and Muriel Westmorland. 

Congratulations and thanks to you all. 
For details and biographies of these worthy 
individuals, visit www.veterans.gc.ca.

A GENEROUS GESTURE
Once again B&B Canada is honouring our 
veterans. Participating establishments are 
offering free bed and breakfast for veterans 
on November 11 under their B&B for 
Vets program. This is a great opportunity 
for veterans to participate in out-of-town 
Remembrance Day ceremonies. For infor-
mation, call 1-800-239-1141, extension 
6675 or 6679.

THE CLAW-BACK QUESTION 
(CONTINUED)
The claw-back of pension payments 

from veterans’ disability pensions has 
been settled; now a commission headed 
by a prominent B.C. educator has been 
established to work out the details. This 
should affect about 4,500 veterans to the 
tune of about six hundred million dollars. 

One issue is whether the legal fees 
incurred by the veterans will be factored 
in. These are estimated to be in the region 
of $180 million! 

I am reminded of the story of the two 
guys who found an oyster and argued 
over the ownership. They got a lawyer 
to decide their case and ended up with 
half of the shell each while the lawyer ate 
the oyster.

HEADS UP FOR THE ROYALS!
Think ahead! The Royal Canadian Regi-
ment reunion is planned for August 2-4, 
2013 in St. John’s, NL. This is a great 
opportunity for Royals and their families 
to visit the province — I believe that the 
previous day is a provincial holiday with 
many attractions on hand. 

If the usual offer of free or reduced fares 
is offered by Marine Atlantic, this should 
attract many participants. 

This will mark the 60th anniversary of 
the Korean War in which two Newfies, 
Corporals Le Moine and Pelley, earned a 
Military Medal with the Regiment. 

Cut-off date for registration is June 1, 
2013, but I hope to keep you posted on 
more details before then.

LEFT: Men of 2R22eR prepare to board a train for Seoul and the 
front, May 1951. Not six months later, they would be involved in one 
of the fiercest battles of the war, defending Hill 227. The Van Doos 
never received a battle honour for holding the line. (r22er museum)
ABOVE: Prior to every patrol a briefing between the officer and his 
NCOs would be held to plan the night’s objectives. The RCR also 
awaits the awarding of a battle honour for Korea. (lac/pa-129739)
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OLD VERSUS NEW
Many individual veterans and veterans’ 
groups have expressed concern over the 
relative advantages and disadvantages be-
tween the former Pension Act beneficiaries 
and those under the new Veterans Charter. 
Veteran Bill Steedman has, in my opinion, 
summed up the situation well, and with his 
permission, I am reproducing a letter of his 
(personal details edited out). 

There are a variety of forces at work here.
The issues affecting traditional veterans 

and non-traditional veterans are divergent. 
Their needs often differ. Neither VAC nor the 
government that they serve seem capable of 
grasping this concept. 

Let me provide an example. Ron W., 
a veteran who served in both a combat 
capacity and later a peacekeeping capacity 
in Korea, suffered badly from PTSD follow-
ing his release. He quickly became homeless 
and dependent on alcohol. A kindly Sally 
Ann worker took him under his wing and 
arranged for a pension with DVA. He 
eventually put a normal life together, mar-
ried and has since led a good life. A few years 
back he developed a form of cancer which is 
one of those for which Korean War veterans 
are automatically pensioned. I assisted him 
in obtaining a lump sum award, and he was 
thrilled to get this. He built a solarium for 
his wife and him to sit out in. They are both 
in poor health. Ron related to me that if they 
had given him a lump sum in the 1950s, he 
would have drunk himself to death. But now 

in his 80s, a lump sum is far more useful to 
him. His needs now differ. 

The benefits directed towards traditional 
veterans have been eroded for those veter-
ans who served post-Korean War and an 
increased burden of proof linking ailments 
to military service has been become unreason-
able, and for many, impossible to provide. 

Younger veterans believe, sometimes 
correctly, that their interests have been sold 
down the river by traditional veterans groups, 
particularly the Legion, who often do not 
understand the needs of younger soldiers. 

There is great distrust for the Legion, 
since roughly 70% of their members are not 
veterans and this is often reflected within 
their leadership who are “speaking on behalf 
of veterans”. There is open contempt for those 
who wear Legion medals at public events and 
who often appear to be posing as veterans. 

Many of the non-traditional veterans 
groups couldn’t agree on the colour of snow 
and frequently get involved in internal strife, 
involving private fiefdoms. When seeking 
input with the leaders of two on-line veterans 
groups for a private meeting I was to have 
with a senior MP, they both cautioned me not 
to seek advice from the other. 

Some of the non-traditional on-line 
groups seem to have been penetrated by people 
representing political groups, who have their 
own agenda for sowing discord and general 
dissatisfaction with the federal government. 

The bureaucracy has built up a massive 
system designed to generate appeal upon 

Korea veterans gather at the Korean War Memorial Wall in the Meadowvale Cemetery in Brampton, 
Ontario to remember the 516 Canadians who lost their lives in the war. The new veterans of the 
Canadian Forces, those who served after Korea, are entitled to different benefits than their older 
counterparts. This sometimes causes confusion and frustration. (memory project)
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appeal, which of course creates a need for an ever-increasing number 
of bureaucrats. It is often an exercise in empire building. It often 
serves their needs far better than it does the needs of veterans. There 
is general contempt among younger veterans for VAC and more 
specifically for VRAB.

I favour a stakeholder meeting in which veterans from different 
eras, and only veterans, participate. Further, these veterans in the 
stakeholders group should represent organizations in which democratic 
elections are held, and not be merely a website or Facebook page.

I believe we need to focus on a shortlist of tangible goals, specifically 
the elimination of the lump sum award for soldiers within five or so 
years of their release. We need to revert to the pension scheme in order to 
prevent those soldiers suffering from addiction, alcoholism and PTSD 
from squandering a lump sum award or having it lost in a divorce 
settlement, and provide the veteran with monthly lifelong financial 
support. We need to retain and enhance the disability award for older 
veterans who can make better use of a cash settlement, not knowing 
how many years they have left. 

Only Korean and WWII veterans are currently eligible for the War 
Veterans Allowance, which allows low-income veterans who have a 
major illness (heart attack, stroke, cancer, etc.) to receive a monthly 
stipend without having to prove a direct link to military service. If 
post-Korean veterans who have served in a Special Duty Area were 
eligible to receive this benefit too, this would take homeless veterans 
off the street and provide them with an opportunity to get back on 
their feet. It would also eliminate input from VRAB and the endless 
series of appeals.

If we focused on these two specific changes, speaking with one united 
voice, I believe we could be successful in achieving much needed changes 
for the veterans’ community at large. We need to focus the attention of 
those decision-makers who can help our cause on tangible, achievable 
goals, and we need to push hard for their implementation.

This is only my personal opinion. Please feel free to share it if you 
wish.

ODDS AND ENDS
• June 23 was St. John’s Day. When I received the news 

bulletin, I thought at first that the Quebec National Holiday had 
been anglicized and moved forward a day, but found out that the 
day honoured the volunteers of the St. John Ambulance Brigade.

These black-uniformed 
men, women and juveniles 
have for years served our 
communities. Many casual-
ties at parades and other 
events have been dealt with 
quietly and effectively. At least 
200 Canadians earned their 
defence medals and CVSM 
the hard way while serving 
with SJAB in Britain during 
the war years. We salute you!   

• We ARE appreciated! Under the umbrella of the Canadian 
Forces Appreciation Programme, veterans and serving members 
have access to a number of goods and services from various suppli-
ers. We can all save a buck or two; membership is free. For details, 
go to www.cfappreciation.ca or bayne.colin@cfpsa.com.

• Double congratulations to Major Robert Lane, a Perley-
Rideau resident in Ottawa. The WWII and Korea veteran turned 
100 years of age on July 5. Not only that, he achieved the unique 
honour of being recognized by the issue of a special postage stamp 
by the Republic of Korea. The 270-won stamp bears an image of 
Major Lane in his WWII uniform. 

• What do you think? The question has again been brought up 
of a service medal for all members who have served in the forces for 
a number of years but who have not qualified for any “been there” 
awards. There are two sides to this question. One is a reluctance 
to emulate some of our allies who seem to accumulate a number 
of medals without any overseas service. On the other hand, there 
are many deserving members of our forces who, through no fault 
of their own, have not had the occasion or opportunity to serve 
outside Canada. One example comes to mind. An RCAF friend 
did so well on his early training that he was retained in Canada as 
an instructor under the CATP. He holds a CVSM and War Medal 
only despite the fact that fact that some of the perils he experienced 
at the hands of his students probably equalled those he might 
have encountered abroad. With the increasing number of Legion 
members with “right chest” medals only, I think that there should 
be some way of identifying ex-service members.  Please let me have 
YOUR opinion. 

The Canadian 
Volunteer 
Service Medal 
(CVSM) was 
issued in 
recognition 
of 18 months 
of voluntary 
service in 
the Canadian 
Forces. 
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Taking a break from their 
summer  r eces s ,  New 
Democrat MPs invited 
some of the F-35 Joint 
Strike Fighter’s most vocal 
critics to Parliament Hill on 
August 21. The commit-
tee-style meeting received 
testimony and statements 
from former U.S. defence 
auditor Winslow Wheeler, 
former assistant deputy 
minister of materiel Alan 

Williams, and University of Ottawa defence procurement expert 
Philippe Lagassé. Esprit de Corps publisher Scott Taylor also appeared 
before the unofficial committee to provide insight into the military’s 
mindset in pursuing the JSF.

Predictably, Wheeler attacked the plane and its capabilities, Williams 
targeted the procurement process to date, Lagassé focused on the 
broader policy attached to the potential acquisition, and Taylor 
questioned the long-term strategic implications of purchasing a stealth 
aircraft.

“Thus far, there has not been a clear statement of what defence 
policies and priorities are guiding the procurement of the CF’s new 
fighters,” said Lagassé.

With the House of Commons in recess until mid-September, it’s 
unlikely the public will receive a clarification of those policies in time 
to keep opposition fires burning around this latest attempt to hold 
the F-35 in the public view.

The official House of Commons committee looking into the 
procurement of the JSF will resume in the Fall session of Parliament.

e

NDP PANEL REVIEWS F-35 ACQUISITION

The Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) has confirmed to both the 
Liberals and New Democrats that they are investigating portions of 
the National Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS) — the 
government’s $35 billion plan to modernize Canada’s naval fleet.

An investigation into the shipbuilding plan was first requested by 
Liberal Critic for Defence John McKay in 2011. While little progress 
towards the production of operational ships has been made since then, 
two shipyards have been selected to construct the unspecified ships. 
Irving Shipbuilding’s Halifax shipyard has also received a $9 million 
contract to investigate what would be necessary to build the ships of 
Canada’s future.

McKay’s office has been informed that the PBO will first be study-
ing the government’s plans for the joint support ship (JSS), which 
accounts for $3 billion of the NSPS. The PBO is expected to table its 
report on the JSS before the end of the year. At that point, additional 
projects within the NSPS will be studied, though not every ship will 
be scrutinized.

The JSS project is scheduled to purchase two ships with an option 
for a third vessel. The new ships will replace the capabilities currently 
provided by the auxiliary oiler replenishment ships.

With the NSPS already delayed by years, there is concern that delays 
in the early stages of the procurement could translate to delays during 
construction and a higher cost to the taxpayer.

News of the investigation into Canada’s largest military procurement 
in history is only months removed from the PBO’s report on the 
purchase of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, which contributed to the 
creation of the National Fighter Procurement Secretariat under the 
umbrella of Public Works and Government Services.

GENERAL NATYNCZYK’S REPLACEMENT ANNOUNCED
Little more than a year after taking 
the reigns as deputy commander 
at NORAD, Air Force LGen. Tom 
Lawson has been named the new 
Chief of Defence Staff, replacing 
the outgoing Gen. Walt Natynczyk.

Lawson graduated from the Royal 
Military College in 1979 with a 
degree in electrical engineering. In 
2006, Lawson served a year in com-
mand of 8 Wing at CFB Trenton 
before being promoted to brigadier 
general and heading back to RMC as 
commandant in May 2007.

Now in charge of a military in 
transition, Lawson will be forced to draw on past experience. While 
Gen. (ret’d) Rick Hillier was serving as CDS, Lawson served on the 
CF Transformation Team in 2005 and was tasked with standing up 
the Strategic Joint Staff.

Widely regarded as the best leadership option from the Royal 
Canadian Air Force, Lawson will be the first air force commander to 
serve as CDS since Gen. (ret’d) Raymond Henault left the post in 2005.

As a former CF-18 pilot, Lawson will be moving from the relative 
safety of NORAD into a contentious fight over the procurement of 
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.

~ compiled by Blake Hurdis

News and developments 
within the Canadian military 

and from around the world

A crewman manoeuvers a U.S. Marine 
Corps variant of the F-35B Lighting 
II Joint Strike Fighter, after a vertical 

landing aboard an amphibious assault 
ship. (mass comm specialist first class tommy 

lamkin, u.s. navy) 

PBO TO STUDY NSPS

Although several suitable 
candidates were in the 

running for the position of 
chief of defence staff, LGen. 

Tom Lawson got the job. (dnd)
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PUBLISHER’S ... CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29

From the outset, it has always been about quantity rather than 
quality. There was also the issue of uniforms and equipment. As 
the Afghan government has no real revenue stream, the cost for 
arming and equipping the Afghan forces has always fallen upon 
the international community.

While participating NATO nations had no problem ramping 
up their own purchase of high tech military hardware in order 
to better fight the Taliban, the Afghan Army recruits were issued 
surplus United States military uniforms and worn out weaponry 
confiscated from the warlords. While the Afghan soldiers may be 
illiterate, they are not stupid and they could easily recognize that 
their NATO allies regarded them as second-class cannon fodder.

Not surprisingly, the limited training, lack of security screen-
ing, poor discipline and lack of genuine motivation to fight for 
the corrupt and hated Karzai regime has led to widespread drug 
use, wholesale desertion among the ANA and now an increase 
in green-on-blue incidents.

Canada still has approximately 900 troops deployed to 
Afghanistan to assist in the training of the Afghan security forces 
until the projected pullout of US combat troops at the end of 
2014. That is still plenty of time for us to commit to, and produce 
the nucleus of a professional, literate, disciplined, and motivated 
Afghan security force.

Or we could just continue to do the minimum and keep both 
eyes glued on our eventual exit some 30 months from now. 

Assad government in Syria provided refuge 
for tens of thousands of Iraqi Christians, who 
were forced to flee as violence engulfed Iraq 
in the wake of the U.S. occupation of that 
country. Today, according to many reliable 
reports, the Christians within Syria would be 
at great risk if the rebel movement took power 
from the Assad government.

Joel Banks 

WHAT ARE THE REAL MOTIVES BEHIND “INTERVENTION”?
We keep hearing that we have to ‘bring democracy’ to Syria (and 
any other country that has resources that we want). We killed thou-
sands of Libyans because ‘Gadhafi was going to kill his own people’. 
I guess those we killed are not really dead? It was just a heartbeat 
before Western corporations had control of the Libyan banks and oil. 
I guess that is the meaning of democracy to our ‘leaders’? We cover 
our genocidal actions with words like ‘freedom and democracy’ when 
we know that freedom is the furthest thing from the minds of those 
supporting the ‘rebels’ with guns and money. Again, the greed of the 
West is the only motivating force in these countries. I can hardly wait 
until we get a ‘symbol of victory’ in Canada.

Becky
Nova Scotia

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ... CONT’D FROM PAGE 7

Syrian President 
Bashar Al-Assad
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TEXTRON

NEW AD COMING
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AD COMING


